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SUBMITTED NAME EMAIL ELEMENTARY MIDDLE HIGH OPTIONS COMMENTS

02/21/2020 11:23 AM Akhil Sharma sharma.akhil@yahoo.com

I am appalled by some of the comments being posted here. Some people are calling Springville parents &#34;cannibals&#34;. While JW doesn't want their 
summa kids (no one is touching JW regular kids, we are talking about a minority summa kids) to move one or 2 miles away, they want Springville kids, more 
than 500 of them, to go to five oaks, a school 5 miles away from home daily. And if Springville parents out forth their points, we become cannibals. How does 
such comments pass the BSD filter when some of the most generic comments from me and my friends were filtered out. Calling other parents cannibals. Isn't 
it under that category of abuse?

02/21/2020 8:28 PM Albert Chen Albertbkchen@yahoo.com.tw Springville K-8

We actually follow the school bus in the community and then drove to five oaks from springville, and it took at least 30 min one way, which has a large gap 
compare to BSD transportation data. Please recalculate and add in the time for school bus required to pick up students, time to stop at stop sign, and bus 
speed should always follow traffic signs.

02/21/2020 4:08 PM Alia Hedges Alia.moody@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS

Hello MS Boundary Committee! I wanted to send you a note to sincerely thank you for taking our Cooper Mountain feedback into account to continue to feed 
into Highland Park (for the most part).  We have a 6th grader at HP now and are so incredibly happy with the experience that he[?]s had this year. We are 
building strong relationships with the teachers and staff and look forward to seeing our younger son have the same experience. We also appreciate the fact 
that our kids will be able to make friends at Highland that will continue with them into high school. I also want to mention that in no way is Highland Park a 
wealthy or elitist school. It[?]s a normal, middle of the road school, with a very diverse student population (racially, demographically, etc.) If we were elitist 
we would be sending our kids to private school, we love supporting our local public schools, they are amazing! I still do wish that all of Cooper Mountain could 
feed into Highland together, but I realize that many of the current CM families that attend MV want to maintain the current feeder pattern so I cannot speak 
for their preference. You have such a difficult position and I want to thank you for all of the work that you are putting in. We are so grateful!! Alia

02/21/2020 10:22 PM Allison Alti allison2688@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
How disheartening it is to read such selfish comments.  My kid can't be bussed, but yours can.  My kid is in Summa and needs to be close to school, but your 
kid doesn't have that same need.  Not my kid!  Your, who cares!I sincerely hope the kids aren't following their parents' selfishness.

02/21/2020 10:43 PM Allison Alti allison2688@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Was there no discussion with parents before Timberland Middle School was built?  If someone had treated the parents with respect, they could have had 
input into which schools and parents would be interested in enrolling their children into it.  This could have had avoided this entire ugly situation.  Springville 
students walk to elementary school in large numbers.  It only makes sense that these same students would be very interested to walk to a newly built middle 
school in the same neighborhood.  There was plenty of land to build the new middle school years ago, and this would have avoided Findley being moved to 
Timberline.  Rock Creek could have been bussed and those students would attend Westview together.It doesn't make sense to have 7 elementary schools 
north of Hwy 26, and Stoller is the only middle school.  Whoever planned this conundrum is really horrible at their job!

02/21/2020 10:51 PM Allison Alti allison2688@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Did BSD think that elementary students vanish into thin air after 5th grade?  New elementary schools being built in response to growth, no neighborhood 
middle schools in that same growth area.  A bizarre decision to shut down Springville Elementary middle school program.  Another bizarre decision to build a 
new middle school far away from new growth area.  Talk about illogical!

02/21/2020 11:29 AM Amelia Carnahan carnahancamp@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Oak Hills Elementary (EAST) should go to Timberland with Terra Linda. Oak Hills Elementary (WEST) should go to Meadow (with Bethany). We have met as a 
community and we ask you to split our elementary school at middle school (rather than keeping them together for middle school and splitting them at high 
school).The only logical option is to send Oak Hills Elementary EAST to Timberland so that they will be attending middle school with other students feeding 
into Sunset High School. Please make the best choice and alter your working map to send Oak Hills East to Timberland with Terra Linda!

02/21/2020 7:43 PM Amerli Amerli07@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD&#xff0c;Summa is important.  No one said to cancel it.  It is also part of the education system.  But staying in the same school for a long time is not 
necessarily a good thing.  Please give the education department the opportunity to learn about the confusion and mental health of Summa students and non-
Summa students.  How many real geniuses are there?  Some people are pursuing Summa blindly, not to say that even children have to adapt.  Especially now 
that Stoller is overstaffed.  The establishment of the new school Timberland is to alleviate this problem.  Summa will see a new campus atmosphere when 
changing to a new environment.  Summa is important and must not sacrifice the Springville children north of Bethany.  Every child is fair.  Life is long, Summa 
can't decide a person's life.  But long-distance school buses can affect children's mental and physical health.  No matter how much you save, you won't get 
back to your child's high school time.  So ask BSD to treat Springville children in a fair and fair manner.  Your justice will give hope to more than 500 children 
and thousands of families.  Thank you.

02/21/2020 1:39 PM Amy Dale amyvuk@gmail.com Terra Linda Elem

Keep Terra Linda at Timberland!! Keep us with our Cedar Mill community. Don[?]t send the only socioeconomic diverse school out (almost 2x more free lunch 
than any other ES in the North). Don[?]t let Springville false claims of their commute overshadow everyone else in the district. Our kids live in less densely 
populated areas. Our bus rides are long too and matter too. Don[?]t forget that when you move is from Timberland you move us from our neighborhood 
school that you are trying so hard to avoid at Stoller. Please don[?]t let The voices from one school overshadow everyone else

02/21/2020 8:54 AM Anil K Sreeramsetty anilkumar246@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

End isolation of Oak Hills students. Send Oak Hills (East) to Timberland with Terra Linda and Oak Hills (West) to Meadow Park with Bethany. Strengthen the 
middle school to high school feeder path for Oak Hills students. Fulfill Objective #4. Currently, only 20 Oak Hills students start Sunset each year in a school 
population of 2000 where they recognize only 1% of the student body. The Oak Hills community agrees to an East/West split at middle school to ensure 
students continue onto a high school with a decent size peer group. End isolation of Oak Hills.Thank you,

02/21/2020 1:40 PM Anitha anubangaru4u@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Dear BSD and Committee members ,What ever is the noise , please try to keep neighborhood intact, please don't split the neighborhoods. SVP and SATO are 
very tightly knit neighborhoods , keep them together.Thank you very much for all the hard work

02/21/2020 4:04 PM Anitha anubangaru4u@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee member, Thank you for service and being fair. We recently had Mr Spark visit Springville for PTO meeting and during the 
conversation Mr Spark mentioned that seeing the SVP going to FO map during the community map drawing was surprise. BSD itself never thought of sending 
a community that far long commute. The only reason why we had to debate on SVP going to FO today is due to some communities without putting all kids 
best interest , they put their self interest first which is about their house prices.  Thank you

02/21/2020 11:58 PM Ankita Srivastava ankitasaxena30@gmail.com Springville K-8

1. Any map in whichever configuration at Stoller , we have seen that if SUMMA stays in Stoller, we can NEVER MEET OBJECTIVE 2 of 90% . Moving SUMMA 
out of an overcrowded school is essential.2. Findley has the most SUMMA STUDENTS so it makes sense to move it to Timberland. The concentration of JW 
SUMMA is also in the east which is also considerably close to Timberland. Please priortize regular middleschool program over SUMMA in an area that already 
has a scarcity of Middle school. Please keep Springville kids with their NORTH BETHANY COMMUNITY.

02/21/2020 7:29 PM Ann G ann.g2613@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

The working map for the February 25 meeting looks excellent.  It mirrors what we have been asking for from the very beginning - communities kept together.  
This map shows Timberland filled (as Summa needs to be in a school that has enough space); reduced congestion in Stoller; Findley kept intact.We commend 
the positive and well-thought of response to what communities need. Thank you.

02/21/2020 6:32 PM Annie li Jandvmom@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

The Summa program should remain at Stoller. Summa is an optional program for kids that are within Stoller[?]s boundaries. These kids would like to remain 
with their friends from elementary school. They should not be penalized and sent to Timberland because they chose to enroll in the Summa program. Thank 
you.
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02/21/2020 6:54 PM Anurag itsanurag@gmail.com Springville K-8

Stop targeting Springville community. During first couple of meetings other communities proposed boundary changes that would benefit themselves at the 
cost of Springville community. They are still pushing for such changes. In addition there is nobody from Springville community in the advisory committee. This 
has forced us to submit comments, attend meetings etc. There is no attempt to pressurize anybody. We just want our voice to be heard.Appeal to the 
Advisory committee- Please be our voice as the committee should represent the whole school district and not certain elementary school area.

02/21/2020 7:04 PM Anurag itsanurag@gmail.com Springville K-8

BUS TRIALS- During a meeting at Springville Elementary on Feb 19th Mr. Sparks acknowledged that the trial runs were not adequate. I would like committee 
to make a note of this as several factors were not accounted for during the trials. Rainy, dark days, increased traffic around November-December, parents 
driving to school etc. Therefore I do not support sending Springville to Five Oaks.

02/21/2020 9:15 PM Arun Mys.scribe@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
Thank you Commitee for considering the welfare of 400&#43; springville kids vs 70&#43; summa JW walkable kids.  Please consider supporting this map 
which is the best map so far and provides EQUITY for almost all communities.

02/21/2020 6:22 PM Arun GOPALAKRISHNAN arun.gr@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
Thank you Committee members for listening to the voices of the community. The new map for 25th Feb meeting is the most balanced map so far. With 
Summa moving to Timberland, Stoller with SPV, SATO and JW is only 88% in 2021. Reduces the number of splits as well.  Please vote for this map.

02/21/2020 8:39 AM ARUNK arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Here is the distrance of various elementary schools to Five Oaks.Springville is at THE BOTTOM WITH THE HIGHEST DISTANCE. I find it very strange and 
UNLAWFUL to expect Springville to travelsuch a huge distance, hop around 14 TRAFFIC SIGNAL STOPS, have leadtime for bus stop pick ups, spend time on 
185th road which is designatedas the highest prone accident route in Washington county.Even Findley and Jacob Wismer are closer to Five Oaks via Kaiser 
Road andthey don't have to travel thru 185th.miles------------------------------------------------Elmonica Elemto Five Oaks1.1McKinley Elem to Five Oaks1.3Beaver 
Acres Elem to Five Oaks1.9Oak Hills Elem to Five Oaks2.0Rock Creek Elem to Five Oaks2.1Terra Linda Elem to Five Oaks2.4Bethany Elem to Five Oaks        
2.4Barnes Elem to Five Oaks        2.8Aloha Huber Elem to Five Oaks3.4L.C Tobias Elem to Five Oaks3.8JACOB WISMER Elem to Five Oak      3.7FINDLEY Elem 
to Five Oaks        3.8William walker Elem to Five Oaks4.0Bonny slope Elem to Five Oaks4.2SPRINGVILLE Elem to Five Oaks4.3

02/21/2020 7:31 PM arunk arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Support MAP A - Feb25Thank you committe for the working map for Feb25. It is the way to go forward.The map shows reducing Stoller overload and filling up 
Timberland.Few suggestionsa) Move entire SUMMA to Timberland. This will fill the new 61 million dollarschool and keep entire Findley community 
together.b) Please note: for 2025 projections, these are merely projections and estimates.There is no new growth in Springville now. Also a house with 3-4 
bedrooms doesnt mean it has 3-4kids. There are many houses in Springvilel with only one kid. PleAse don't sacrifice ourchildren's well-being over whatifs and 
empty lots. Please note: BSD also tend to overprojectenrollment rates, as evidenced by the recent over projection that caused the budget deficit.

02/21/2020 3:03 PM Ashley Jones ashlenijones@gmail.com Springville K-8

AC members,  Please take a moment to think about the recommendation I have here.Jacob Wismer &#43; Sato &#43; Springville  without  Summa &#61; 88% 
of total capacity in 2021 . Same scenario is SUSTAINABLE IN 2025 and allows for the decommission of up to FIVE of the SEVEN portables currently at Stoller. 
OBJECTIVE MET !!!!! Resolving overcrowding at Stoller is not hard. For all the people that want a walkable Summa to Stoller. Do give a thought to Springville 
summa kids who have travel all the way to Meadow or cedar park which is 7 miles from our community. How do you justify a kid traveling 7 miles when you 
do not want to step in a bus and travel 2.5 - 3 miles ??? Are JW Summa kids more privileged than Springville Summa kids ?

02/21/2020 3:30 PM Ashley Jones ashelenijones@gmail.com

AC committe, I would like to put a quick comment on JW Summa population which they hype so much about.JW SUMMA kids are 86 which is just 21% of their 
population. I see some comments from JW that their Summa kids constitute to 30% of their total school, so incorrect.These parents need to get their facts 
right  first.

02/21/2020 9:05 PM Ashley Jones ashelenijones@gmail.com Springville K-8

I see AC committee's inputs taken into account by BSD in creating these maps. I thank them for starting to think logically.This map keeps communities 
together, although upsets couple of JW summa parents for their lose of privilege in walking to school.                  These maps are a win win situation for all. 
Every community loses some and gains some. Please move forward with these maps and work on refining them without any major changes.

02/21/2020 10:13 PM Ashwini ashbait@outlook.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear committee Thank you for supporting the 400-500 Springville students over walkability for a small population and not sending  our kids across the district 
to Five Oaks.Thank you for keeping our community together.Please review PSU projection data which has been pretty accurate for 2019/2020. They project a 
growth to 1680 with current boundaries for 2025/26. So without SUMMA and Findley, the numbers should be below capacity for Stoller.

02/21/2020 9:51 AM Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE AT STOLLER WORKS FOR EVERYONE:  The plan to have Springville, Jacob Wismer, and Sato at Stoller is the best and most-sustainable plan for 
all middle schools in the area.  Summa can be moved offsite to wherever it fits, and it will remain an OPTIONAL program, so any student in the Stoller 
boundary can still attend Stoller.  We will have 90% permanent capacity in 2021, and far less than total capacity in 2025.  We can remove the majority of 
portables at Stoller and keep only 1 or 2 in case they are needed later.  We will NOT be redrawing boundaries in 2025.

02/21/2020 4:22 PM Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE WILL NOT OVERCROWD STOLLER:  Projections from PSU show that from 2021 to 2025, Springville's student body will increase by 2 students.  If 
you look at the whole decade (2018-2028), Springville only increases by 84 students- and that was assuming all of the K-8 would still be there.  In reality, we 
are looking at less than 15 students per grade level in a DECADE- a decade that started 2 years ago.  Considering Springville has no more room to grow, this 
will probably be the extent of it.  There has been much exaggeration that we will be looking at a new boundary change in a few years- if Springville doesn't 
overcrowd Stoller in 2021, we won't be the cause of much growth afterwards.

02/21/2020 1:55 PM Beth Moyer Bam122276@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

KIDS OVER ALL ELSE: We, the parents of Springville, care about our neighborhood kids over house prices. We care about our neighborhood kids over empty 
lots. We care about our neighborhood kids over optional programs like Summa that most kids are bused to anyway. We care about our neighborhood kids over 
transportation dollars which are noise in the overall BSD budget. We care about being fair and not sending neighborhood kids on the longest middle school 
commute in BSD when there are NINE elementary schools closer to Five Oaks than Springville. We care about being fair and not penalizing the rare 
elementary school with NO OTHER middle school options with proximity other than Stoller.We, the parents of Springville, appeal to the committee to put the 
needs of the many over the needs of the few.

02/21/2020 1:58 PM Beth Moyer Bam122276@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Bus Route 114 for Springville to Westview picks up students at 7:07am (prior to rush hour) and arrives at WHS[?]s front door at 7:25am. Actual CURRENTLY 
OPERATING busses from Springville to Westview take 18 minutes to go 2.5 miles. Transportation estimates the exact same route from Springville to Five 
Oaks (trial bus route 3) will take from 8:44am (during rush hour) arriving at Five Oaks at 9:05am; 4.7 miles in 21 minutes. So it takes 18 minutes to go 2.5 
miles to Westview, and the exact same route should (by transportation[?]s calculations) take only THREE MINUTES LONGER to go nearly TWICE AS FAR (2.2 
miles further). The high school bus that takes 18 minutes to go 2.5 miles operates significantly earlier than the work and elementary school traffic rush while 
the 21 minute bus ride to go 4.7 miles to Five Oaks will operate through TWO elementary school commutes (Springville[?]s and Rock Creek[?]s). Another way 
to look at it: my daughter[?]s current bus to Stoller picks her up at 8:46am to travel 2.1 miles to Stoller. The bus trial to Five Oaks expects to pick her up TWO 
MINUTES EARLIER to arrive at school 2.6 MILES FURTHER AWAY. Please explain how this is possible?
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02/21/2020 2:01 PM Beth Moyer Bam122276@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Based on the data provided by BSD for Springville School. SPV  would see almost 50% increase in growth through 2025. SPV goes 389 Kids in 2020 to 543 in 
2025 (~50% increase). This is totally INACCURATE data as there is no room to build more than few homes and grade level data does not add up based on 
permits. I really hope there is human error or TYPO in projection as there is not place to build up new homes in SPV school zone. I would request BSD to look 
again and fix this growth data for 2025.We are not just talking about $$$ but also kids lives based on this projected data.Never too late to correct this 
projection data for Springville ES. FYI: We understand SATA growth and rest of the schools projected data.

02/21/2020 2:03 PM Beth Moyer Bam122276@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

On Optional Summa Program - Floating SUMMA:If SUMMA is a neighborhood program, why is the SUMMA not offered in all middle schools?Whitford MS 
hosts SUMMA program and does not host neighborhood kids. Regular education should take precedence over floating SUMMA program.What if the kids don't 
qualify for SUMMA, Would BSD keep the Stroller school empty and still send Springville to Five Oaks?Thank you for your time reading my comment. Have a 
good day!

02/21/2020 5:47 PM Bharadwaj Wuppalapati wbharad@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8
Mr. Sparks and AC, thank you for your time and efforts. I am glad to see the new map in the packet for the meeting and support it as  it shows Springville 
going to Stoller.Thanks for listening to our concerns.Regards Bharadwaj

02/21/2020 6:36 PM Bharadwaj Wuppalapati wbharad@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear Mr. Sparks and AC,From our analysis we find that BSD projections are higher for 2025 than what we have seen from PSU and in fact these higher 
projections even caused a budget crisis last year. With the current MAP in the packet, we are glad to see that Springville is now shown in Stoller MS boundary. 
But the 2025 projections puts Stoller at overcapacity. We need to understand where 2025 projection is coming from. As Mr. Sparks is aware from the meeting 
at Springville, we called out that there is no new construction or growth in Springville and the increase in projection would be mainly Sato while Springville 
remains flat. Please  bear in mind that these are projections and not the real numbers and there is an error / tolerance that we need to consider as 
well.RegardsBharad

02/21/2020 4:15 PM Bijoy Nair bijoyn@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Hello members of the boundary adjustment committee,I am a parent of a 2nd grader attending Jacob Wismer. We urge you to preserve feeder pattern to 
Sunset and have all neighborhood walkable student go to Stoller. If only non-summa kids from JW go from Stoller, then the feeder to Sunset is only 45 
students a year or 15 per class! We urge you to get a workable version with Map C2.0 finalized. Map A and derivatives does not solve the overcrowding issues 
at Stoller and in 2025 we will be back at the same position where we started with the explosive growth going on in North Bethany.Thank youBijoy

02/21/2020 10:11 AM Brandon brandonfrankel82@yahoo.com Findley Elem Sunset
DO NOT SPLIT FINDLEYPlease protect the mental, emotional and social health of Findley Students! Send the ALL the Findley students to Timberland MS and 
help ease the overcrowding at Stoller MS.

02/21/2020 11:46 PM Byoungsoo Ham byoungsooham@gmail.com

One of my neighbor Richell got the point. I'm reposting her message.Dear Committee Members,I just saw the working map for the February 25 meeting. I am 
glad that you have finally heard our concerns wth a working map that keeps communities together.This map shows Stoller overcrowding reduced and 
Timberland filled. It clearly shows that Summa needs to be moved to a school that has space, in this case, Timberland. This will fill the new 61 million dollar 
school, which is one of the main reasons we are re-adjusting boundaries in the first place. Findley will also be also kept ALL together as a community in a 
school that is still within proximity in their neighborhood.Regular middle schoolers must be prioritized over OPTIONS programs. 86 JW Summa kids (23% of 
JW) who chose to be in SUMMA can't be prioritized over 100% of Springville Elementary School kids. The Summa program demographic also changes and will 
not be forever just at the Stoller walkable zone or exclusively fed by JW students.As for the 2025 numbers, do keep in mind that these are merely projections 
and estimates. Do not sacrifice our children's well-being and community relationships over &#34;what ifs&#34; and empty lots. Springville is already built out 
and established community with no new developments. Do remember that BSD also tend to overproject enrollment rates, as evidenced by the recent over 
projection that caused the budget deficit. At the meeting with Sparks as Springville, he mentioned that if portables are necessary, they can still use it IF the 
enrollment is indeed as per projection. He also said that it is up to the Teaching and Learning department if they can accomodate one or two extra students 
per class (if needed). In any case, portables can still be used (IF ITS EVEN NEEDED) and it will be greatly reduced than what Stoller has been using these past 
years. While it is important to look ahead so we won't be back in this situation in the future, it might not even be accurate. PSU has conducted studies that 
show the growth rate in our area to be less than what BSD has alluded in their projections.I truly appreciate your working towards a balanced map that keeps 
communities within their neighborhoods, with the main goals of this whole process within reach. I appreciate committee members who look at the bigger 
picture beyond their own realm so we could have a fairer map for ALL our kids. Best regards,Richell Chiu-Yap

02/21/2020 10:08 AM Cara Coates caracoates@hotmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I noticed that there was a film crew outside Stoller this morning. The community is so up in arms that the news stations are covering this issue again. What 
has made this process so ugly? We used to be a small tight-knit community and now neighborhoods are getting pitted against each other. Everyone agrees 
that Stoller is overcrowded. It is my son's first year there. I've seen the police there twice to deal with student problems. My son has seen kids trampled on 
while trying to tie their shoes. If you need to ask a teacher a question about your work, you need to get in line with at least 5-10 and hope the teacher can get 
to you before class time runs out. The goal is to reduce the overcrowding and not have to do this in a few years again. There has not been enough time spent 
on growth patterns and factual information. Where are the growth patterns for next five years in Bethany? How do you make a decision without this 
information? The main adversity is that Springville does not like idea being sent to Five Oaks. There is a simple solution that would solve that problem and 
give Stoller equal feeders, equality and reduce overcrowding.  Why has it not been discussed sending Springville to Meadows and moving a Sunset feeder to 
Stoller? There has been several meetings where parents have been in tears talking about their children's experience being sent to high schools where they  do 
not know anyone. This happened because when you did the high school boundaries you did not think about the psychological impact of making a hand full of 
kids from a middle school go to different high school. Being a teenager is hard enough and they need some consistency. Please make middle schools have 
equal feeders if it is a divided school.  The committee should be concern about students' social emotional health too. Please do not put JW kids  through what 
you've already done to other middle school kids. Give them a opportunity to make some friendships before you send them off to a class of 600 knowing only 
70 kids.  Do not forget about why all these parents are so upset. It is about the welfare of the children.  Stoller needs to have equal feeders. Don't make the 
same mistake twice.

02/21/2020 12:09 PM Chandan Kundapur chandankundapur@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Hello, Thanks to the AC for considering our concerns in the last meeting . Springville was feeling voiceless since we dont have a member on the AC team . 
Given that Summa is an optional program , please move Summa outside Springv ille and this provides capacity in Stroller for Springville, Sato and JW not just 
for now but until 2020 projections and later . Summa students can move to Five Oaks or one of the other identified school . Summa demographic and 
regionality is going to vary by the year and  hence its not rational to consider Stroller as its base home .

02/21/2020 9:54 AM Chandana Chandanabvrl@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Please include JW summa students to Stoller considering walkability to Stoller from Arbor view JW students.

02/21/2020 9:57 AM Charles charmott11@gmail.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Sunset
I keep seeing proposal from Springville talking about portables.   ARE WE GOING THRU THIS NOW TO END UP WITH  PORTABLES IN A FEW YEARS?    Some 
folks are ignoring 2025 data because is convenient for their argument.   Please don[?]t overcrowd Stoller by adding Springville to it.

02/21/2020 6:42 PM Charvi Thalchar1@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members, New map released today for the Feb 25th meeting is a perfect map and meets primary objectives for 2021. Diversity numbers and 
feeder patterns are also looks good.2025 Stoller number is a little over the permanent capacity and not a major issue as 2025 numbers are estimations and 
may change a little bit.
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02/21/2020 2:11 PM Chethan Srinivasa schethan@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear Bsd,Summa is a optional program which can be run at any MS which has space. There is no rule to have it at Stoller for ever. If you consider Springville 
&#43; Sato &#43; Jacob wissmer and no summa at stroller the utilization of stroller will below 90% in 2021 and 2025. Please consider moving summa and 
Findley out of Stroller.

02/21/2020 9:42 PM Chieko Yoshihara pdxsalecy@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS The new Map released today is neater overall and it shows cleaner and more evenly distributed feeder patterns to high school.

02/21/2020 12:08 AM Chris Kelly ekelly88@hotmail.com Westview

Some people see something good from afar and simply like to [?]destroy[?] it. Look at the Summa map,  very high concentration of Summa students living 
around Stoller.  [?]Let[?]s break them apart into two different schools.[?] I trust most committee members will rise above petty agendas from some VOCAL 
individuals in our communities.

02/21/2020 7:37 PM Cindy McHenry Cindy.McHenry@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset
End the isolation of our Oak Hills kids! Our kids deserve better than this! Send Oak Hills East to Timberland so they may know more than 1% of their peers 
going into High School! Please split Oak Hills East and Oak Hills West before middle school so we can build a community before high school!

02/21/2020 9:31 PM Cindy McHenry Cindy.McHenry@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

End the isolation of East Oak Hills! Send East, Sunset bound Oak Hills to Timberland with the rest of the Sunset bound kids! In both 2021 and 2025 there is 
plenty of room for our 13-25 kids. It is a cost neutral change, improves over-enrollment at Meadow in 2021 and under-enrollment at Timberland in both 2021 
and 2025. In addition it improves feeder patterns.

02/21/2020 4:37 PM Crystal Nunez ann33081@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Sunset
We live in Oak Hills East and my child is looking forward to going to Meadow Park for 6th grade for the 2020-2021 school year. My child got super excited 
when he saw the band, other school options during the school open house and hopefully he can go for Meadow Park for 2020-2021 school year.

02/21/2020 11:45 PM David Lee ralliart_kei@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear boundary adjustment committee, I saw your map posted Feb 21 Friday it is a big positive step to reunite the community north of Springville street and 
Sato at Stoller it is a great suggestion.  The Feb 21 Friday map also considerate about the safe route to school and walkable Stoller student which is just 
beautiful.  Rock Creek will also be pleased because their travel time to Meadow Park middle school is cut down to 10-15min according to google map.  I have 
test drove from Springville and Rock Creek to FiveOak and the commute time easily took me over 30min depending on time of day, adverse weather and 
traffic condition.  Also want to mention the route from Springville and Rock Creek to FiveOak has many dangerous intersections, and hidden traffic from 
shopping complex and congested and fast high way ramps even a regular driver should avoid and not recommend school to take that route to endanger kids 
safety on daily basis.  Overall Feb 21 Fri map is a great proposal to keep Springville at Stoller lets work settling Summa at Timberland so we maximize benefit 
of the new school, the committee is giving Springville student hope thank you.

02/21/2020 7:39 AM Deena DeenaCardinal@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

There are so many factors to consider, I don[?]t envy the position this committee is in. The factor that is important to me and my children is that they have a 
sense of community when they go to high school as for most, it gets harder and harder to make friends the older you get. For this reason, I urge you to send 
Oak Hills East to Timberland with Terra Linda and Oak Hills West to Meadow Park with Bethany. The more friendly faces they have when they go to high 
school, the better.

02/21/2020 11:50 PM Devesh Srivastava vedirs@gmail.com Springville K-8

I would like to deeply thank the committee for hearing our voices from Springville and being our voice. The Feb 25th maps won't make every single person 
happy, but in balance looks like the right direction assuming we move Summa to Timberland. Findley loses walkability but goes to a nearby school that is 
spectacular and being the largest contributor of kids to Summa, it also hosts a Summa program. Springville and Sato lose summa at their home school but get 
to stay in their North Bethany community undivided. Rock Creek gets a longer commute but also get to go to middle school with their Bethany neighbors. 
Jacob Wismer loses walkable Summa but over 300 JW kids still get to walk to their middle school. There are still some issues like the Oak Hills split that may 
need a high school boundary adjustment in the future. I know we will have to deal with some transportation costs, but that will not supercede the welfare of 
our children. I know the 2025 numbers are slightly high, but those are merely projections and do not get anywhere close to total capacity and can be 
managed.Thank you AC  for hearing us. We really appreciate it....

02/21/2020 10:01 AM Dong Xi dongxidx@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee, I would urge everybody to consider a solution that is sustainable for the next at least 10 -20 years, nothing that will create the same issue 
again next year or in 2 year wont work for the community. Beaverton school district really need a appropriate action, otherwise please communicate with 
Portland school district to obtain a good plan, or please let Bethany to become an independent district/ city.

02/21/2020 10:05 AM Dong Xi dongxidx@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee,In order to long-termly solve the overcrowding issue for stoller, it can only be able to cover the communities including Sato &#43; JW &#43; 
findley; or Sato &#43; JW &#43; super-north Springville (25- 30% of the Springville population). School bus runs cross 26 highway all the time with minimal 
amount of time, and great respect from other cars, so transportation will never be any issue for any communities also the commute time for spv communities 
to different schools are comparable.  Please make the right decision.

02/21/2020 10:19 AM Dong Xi dongxidx@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee,I do not see any arguable reason for the whole BSD to accommodate the single community- Springville into stoller boundary, because the 
commute from Springville to stoller or fiver oaks are comparable only 5 min difference. Stoller overcrowding issue will never resolved if including Springville 
into the boundary, even some programs are discontinued at stoller.

02/21/2020 10:19 AM Dong Xi dongxidx@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Dear Committee,The map C2.1 is the best option for ES graduates because of no split, for transportation and MS-HS feeder pattern. I strongly recommend the 
district to go with it- Map C 2.1

02/21/2020 10:23 AM Dong Xi dongxidx@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee,Timberland will be a great school with the surrounding friendly, calm, responsible families/ communities. If any chance timberland can not 
be filled for some reason, I would recommend to Move the neighborhoods - eastside of stoller to timberland along with SUMMA program, also to findley 
elementary school boundary, to keep the appropriate ES-MS-HS feeder pattern. Thanks for consideration.

02/21/2020 4:31 PM Doug Apel dougapel@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Thank you for serving on the middle school boundary committee.  If map A is not selected, please consider routing the (very small) number of students in Oak 
Hills East to Timberland so that they have the opportunity to continue with their middle school peer group on into high school at Sunset.  The Oak Hills 
students west of Bethany Blvd. would like to attend middle school with the students from Bethany Elementary, their close geographical neighbors.  Oak Hills 
East to Timberland! Oak Hills West with Bethany!  Our school is already split between 2 high schools. Please help these students remain in stable long term 
peer groups.

02/21/2020 9:56 PM Duckyoung Kongdy@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset ACMA

&#34;Please move East Oak Hills to Timberland. They are an EXTREMELY small group of 25 children. They will account for less than 1% of Sunset. Isolating 
them at a mostly Westview feeding Meadow Park KNOWING that they could easily fit into Timberland with all of their peers is unforgivable. Think of that 
small group of kids. They could all fit on one bus...and that's who they'd know at Sunset, ONE bus load. Set them up for success. SEND EAST OH TO 
TIMBERLAND.&#34;

02/21/2020 11:16 PM Elizabeth Su ywelizasu@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

As a Rock Creek parent, I wouldn't mind going either to Meadow Park or Five Oak as long as Bethany and Oak Hill come with us. What bothers me most is 
looking at the Map published on 2/21. Meadow Park ends up over capacity and split into 3 high schools. I would suggest adjust the Oak Hill-Sunset and Barnes-
Sunset feed into Timberland with Terra-Linda. I understand the committee has been trying to eliminate split, but it[?]s also important to keep certain 
friendships so our kids can thrive into high school. Moving forward, I hope the decision is made based on the all factors of social and economic conditions of 
the community feeding to the school, and making a sustainable solution for the future growth. The process is exhausting and frustrating and I believe it also 
consumes resources. Although there are still some issues needs to be fixed, we need the committee and BSD continue on hearing our voice, make the right 
and fair decision. Rock Creek kids deserves no less.
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02/21/2020 1:57 PM Elizabeth Williams embrentnall@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

I hope the committee is seriously considering splitting the Oak Hills kids along the high school boundary lines; west Oak Hills going to Meadow Park (and then 
to Westview HS, with their peers), and east Oak Hills going to Timberline with their Terra Linda peers.  The message we heard from Mr. Sparks was that this 
leaves Meadow Park under utilized - but the east Oak Hills kids do not represent a significant number of students.  It would be nice to hear someone address 
this idea officially, and see it reflected on a map.  The impact to the bussing costs, the utilization of the schools, will be small; but the impact to our kids will 
be huge.

02/21/2020 10:57 PM Eric X Yang ericxyang2018@gmail.com Springville K-8

There are 275 more projected student at Stoller at 2025 compared to 2020. It's almost 100 more students at each grade. How do we confident about the 
projection? Looks like projections from BSD are over shot in recent years. Should we sacrifice our current kids because of questionable 2025 projections. We 
should focus more on the 2021 enrollment numbers.

02/21/2020 10:40 PM Erica Frankel ericabck@yahoo.com Findley Elem

Thank you for your hard work and for listening to our concerns. It seems the new February 25th working map that just came out today seems to solve may 
problems and we really appreciate that Findley is all together! By moving all of Findley to Timberland the kids avoid 2 hard splits during critical developmental 
transitions in their lives. It also helps with the overcrowding of Stoller and moving Summa to Timberland, makes a lot of sense since Findley has such a large 
number of Summa kids for the program to go with them. Thank you and please continue to keep Findley together.

02/21/2020 10:47 PM Ethan Ethan06@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD,Some people want to split the Bethany community and split Springville out.  What is the purpose?  Stoller is like an attractive piece of cheese.  
Some people starve to death if they can't eat it.  Some people have fresh cheese and bread fruits nearby but still want this cheese.  Sometimes too much can 
cause indigestion.  I think BSD will allow the Bethany community to balance the state of each school without division.  Springville needs your support and help.

02/21/2020 7:59 PM Eve every999@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I am really surprised to see just one new map in the meeting packet for Feb25. We need to use the taxpayer's money and the budget wisely. I do not 
understand how bussing 100s of students from Findley who can walk is a good decision by any measure. When we can make the numbers meet by keeping 
walking students walking, why aren't we doing that. We live in Oak Meadows about half a mile from Stoller on the existing THPRD trail. We don't have busses 
to Stoller today and our kids walk to Stoller. Why are you even considering bussing them to a new school? Please leave them at their current school where 
they can walk safely to.

02/21/2020 9:45 AM Gauri Trivedi Gauritri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Hello Mr. Sparks &amp; Committee Members,I would like to bring it to your attention that some of our neighboring schools are rattled about home prices 
falling if Summa is moved fromStoller. Please understand that we are not worried about our home prices unlike our neighbors, we are worried about double 
the commute, safety and quality of life of our kids.NEiGHBORHOOD KIDS OVER $$$$$$

02/21/2020 12:48 AM Guy guythir91@gmail.com Terra Linda Elem
We should get transportation cost data for every map.   We shouldn[?]t spend money busing kids that should be walking to school.  TRANSPORTATION COST 
IS IMPORTANT!

02/21/2020 9:55 PM Hee jung Lee teajjung75@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

&#34;Please move East Oak Hills to Timberland. They are an EXTREMELY small group of 25 children. They will account for less than 1% of Sunset. Isolating 
them at a mostly Westview feeding Meadow Park KNOWING that they could easily fit into Timberland with all of their peers is unforgivable. Think of that 
small group of kids. They could all fit on one bus...and that's who they'd know at Sunset, ONE bus load. Set them up for success. SEND EAST OH TO 
TIMBERLAND.&#34;

02/21/2020 9:43 PM Heejung Lee teajjung75@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset East Oak Hills attend Timberland where their peers will be attending Sunset with them.

02/21/2020 11:41 AM Helen Chang Portlandhelen@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

If there is no room at Stoller for our small school, then please keep us with our neighbors, Bethany or Springville. Rock Creek kids deserve to have their needs 
met, too! Please do not reduce the overcrowding at Stoller by sending us to another overcrowded school—this adds insult to injury. There is a rumor of a new 
map that has Rock Creek at Meadow Park with Bethany and Oak Hills. Many people in the Rock Creek community will be happy to be with these neighbors. If 
possible, we would like to see our new home at Five Oaks with these same schools, as Five Oaks is closer and will save time and bus costs. East Oak Hills 
(Sunset Feeding) should stay with their Sunset feeding neighbors, Terra Linda, at Timberland. Thank you, committee, for your hard work. Thank you for 
listening to the small schools and small communities. Our kids are important, too.

02/21/2020 12:01 PM Hiromi Okazawa okazawahiromi@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Jacob Wismer, Sato, Walkable Finley and SUMMA should stay in Stoller. Removing SUMMA out from Stoller will not solve the crowding issue in Stoller 
because many parents (including myself) will opt out from SUMMA and stay in Stoller. Springville and Sato are fast-growing community - having both 
Springville and Sato in Stoller will make the school overcrowded again in just a couple of years, and will not solve the problem. SUMMA should be created in 
both Stoller and Timberland. Many SUMMA students in Stoller walk to Stoller - making them to take a bus to other school will be a costly decision.

02/21/2020 6:44 PM Javier Turek javierturek@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Dear Mr Sparks: My family belongs to an underrepresented minority (latinos) in the Oak Hills community. Our child will be 1 of the 20 kids that is in East Oak 
Hills and will feed to Sunset HS as the ONLY kid from an underrepresented minority in your feeder pattern. This is DISCRIMINATION!Please, send Oak Hills 
East to Timberland, and show us that you care about underrepresented minorities too.

02/21/2020 10:10 AM Jay jeys24@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

On Feb 13th meeting Committee member Jason had an excellent observation about growth. Northern BSD areas are rapidly growing and Southern BSD areas 
are declining in their population of students. He also added this will result in northern area kids moving south being absorbed into southern schools. Findley 
atleast a major part of it is moving to Timberland. Then why not a major part of Springville move South to Fiveoaks? They will have their Westview buddies 
Rockcreek and Bethany Elementary. The travel between Springville and Fiveoaks is maximum 22 minutes and 22 minutes only. Every school is giving up 
something in this whole process. But from last meeting it looks like all schools are butchered and spilt and feeder patterns destroyed and kids left alone to 
satisfy only Springville's needs. Looks like only the loudest voice is heard?  LET REASONING WINS OVER LOUDEST VOICE.

02/21/2020 11:21 AM Jay jeys24@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear AC Members, There are lot of DEROGATORY comments from Northner Bethany parents, such as:How can 86 Summa students from Jacob Wismer derail 
the conversation every meeting ?Ridiculous !SO how come the relocation of these 86 kids will make room for 424 SPV kids at Stoller?  Moving a program 
belong to a school to make room for rapidly growing community doesn't make any sense.  SPV and Sato overcrowd Middle school together. Splitting SPV and 
send them to FO is the better long tern sustainable solution.  Every school in the BSD is sacrificing something for the kids, why cannot SPV spend extra 5 mins 
on the bus to help BSD achieve a sustainable map, and feeder patterns. SPV going to FO make things better, Better ranked school, socioeconomic diversity, 
and fulfill JC.
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02/21/2020 4:42 PM Jay jeys24@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

As a JW and SM parent I am not against any community or Elementary school who feed to Stoller Middle. I am AGAINST feeding 2 RAPIDLY growing 
communities(in 6-8th grade student numbers)   together to a same middle school.  Sato is far away from another middle scholl and make sense to continue 
feed to SM.  SPV had a K-8 and they did not utilize it and opted to send their kids to SM and created the current situation, and they are close to FO, makes 
them a perfect candidate to move away from SM.  Moving SUMMA from SM (215 Kids) will never make room for 424 kids from SPV, and that number goes to 
543 in 2025.  This increases transportation cost, and not helping FO to increase its equity by the highly talented kids and cohesive community volunteering. 
This si best for BSD as a whole, creating another 2 more highly ranked schools in the district( TM and FO). These are all based on factual data and logic.  On 
the otherhand, SATO brings 593 kids in 2025 to SM. Soon SATO will overcrowd the SM,  in few years time a committee has to form to discuss ES boundary 
and/or MS boundary again.  LONG RANGE Planning should do some contraints for the new developments by adjusting their boundary that feed to a Middle 
school assigned now. So the buyers know what they are getting into.thanksJay

02/21/2020 11:05 PM Jennifer Brinkerhoff skierjenn@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

End isolation of Oak Hills students. Send Oak Hills (East) to Timberland with Terra Linda and Oak Hills (West) to Meadow Park with Bethany. Our Oak Hills 
Elementary community supports splitting after elementary school to improve the feeder patterns from middle to high school for our students. In the current 
map, Sunset bound students from east Oak Hills go to Sunset knowing hardly any other incoming students. On the map, it looks like this is half of the school. 
However, due to differences in density, this is only about 20 students each year. There can be room for these students at Timberland with other Sunset bound 
students. All of Oak Hills is currently bussed to Meadow Park. Bussing the east side students to Timberland is the same distance as a bussing them to 
Meadow Park, so transportation costs are not affected. Our community's concerns over this situation were raised by two committee members and three 
different public testimonies at the February 13 meeting. Why has it not been addressed? Why are you not listening to the families who live there and have 
asked for a better feeder pattern? Please make this change to your most recent map.We appreciate the time and energy you are investing into this process. 
Thank you.

02/21/2020 8:01 AM Jennifer Hoffman krh0923@msn.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Please consider what it will be like for current 5th graders if they have to change middle schools in 7th grade.  If we would have known that the maps would 
change for my daughter after staying the same for most of this process, we would have applied to an option school so that she could have a chance to attend 
only ONE middle school.  But by the time changes to maps were published, option school application deadline had long passed.  Please keep Cooper Mountain 
status quo so kids will not have to go to multiple schools in just a few years.  Thank you.

02/21/2020 9:58 AM jianqiao huangjianqiao@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Sunset

Everyone has a fair point.However, SUMMA needs to move out of stroller anyway. It is an option program and should not take priority over regular students. 
BSD has been sending SUMMA everywhere and should do the same for stroller. I don't think Springville should go to five oaks, but I agree that some Findley 
families are too close to be moved. I think it is fair to keep the Findley section that are cross street of stroller to go to stroller. (not entire Findley walkable 
area since it is too big).

02/21/2020 9:46 AM Jianqiao Huang huangjianqiao@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Sunset

A flood of comments already, but just to reemphasize:1. SUMMA is option program, and should be moved anyway to keep more regular students in. This is 
true even if Springville leaves Stroller.2. Walkability is a part of proximity. Stroller is the only proximate school for Springville. While some schools ask to walk 
to stroller, Springville is in the same position to request to go to stroller since we are both requesting to go to the nearest school. Springville should go to 
Stroller. 3. North Bethany is a bonded community, and Arnor Oaks should not be split out.

02/21/2020 8:49 AM jithinr jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

WE NEED MAP ALe us not lose sight of the top two objectives. Fill Timberland and Reduce Stoller.While reducing stoller, please don't punish Springville, 
which has only one middle school under4 miles.Jacob wismer has  two options Stoller and Five oaks under 4 miles.Findley has five options under 4 miles 
Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks, Cedar park and Meadow park.Terra Linda has 4 options under 2.5 miles. Stoller, Timberland, Five oaks, Meadow park.There are 
many options to relocate SUMMA program but THAT IS AN OPTIONAL PROGRAM. First preference should be given to regular stuff which IS ABSOLUTELY 
REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.Please maintain proximity and community for regular middle school 
education.Shipping Springville to Five Oaks will be unprecented and a gross injustice.You would be punishing the only school with no other neighbourhood 
alternatives.

02/21/2020 7:47 PM jithinr jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We support MAP A for Feb25a) It avoids splitting of communities.b) It avoids Springville having to travle the maximum distance along the unsafest route to 
Five Oaksc) BSD will also gain in transportation costs by keeping Springville at Stoller.d) It will further help to move the entire SUMMA from Stoller to 
Timberland.

02/21/2020 11:03 PM JJ johnsonjj7@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Rock Creek gets a 5.5 mile commute to Meadow Park.   Why can[?]t Springville go to Five Oaks???   Wasn[?]t that an easy trip down 185th?    Variations of 
Map C was a better setup.  It seems Rock Creek needed tshirts and signs too in the meeting.

02/21/2020 12:04 PM John johnmichaelroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Jacob Wismer &#43; Sato &#43; Springville is 88% permanent capacity in 2021. Objective met! Same scenario is SUSTAINABLE IN 2025 and allows for the 
decommission of up to FIVE of the SEVEN portables currently at Stoller. Objective met!

02/21/2020 1:29 PM John johnmichaelroberts11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
My daughter[?]s current bus from Springville picks her up at 8:46am to travel 2.1 miles to Stoller. The bus trial to Five Oaks expects to pick her up TWO 
MINUTES EARLIER to arrive at school 2.6 MILES FURTHER AWAY. How?

02/21/2020 9:37 AM Josh josh_k@comcast.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

AS A TAX PAYER I FEEL MY VOICE IS NOT HEARD! WHAT AM I PAYING TAXES FOR??BANNISTER DR and BETHANY HEIGHTS NEIGHBORHOOD IS 7 MINS 
WALKING TO STOLLER. WHY SHD WE DRIVE ON A BUS TO TIMBERLAND?? BSD needs to make decisions on distance and walk-ability. RESIDENTS LIVING 
WALKING DISTANCE FROM SCHOOL SHOUT NOT BE OUT ON A BUS!!! THIS IS VERY UNFAIR ! FINDLEY WALKING KIDS SHOULD REMAIN IN STOLLER!!

02/21/2020 11:22 AM Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DISTANCE, NOT COMMUTE TIME: I understand the confusion that has arisen between distance and commute time. It is clear we will not agree on the 
commute time for Springville to Five Oaks. The district conducted a trial run on the commute to Five Oaks that gives only a snapshot (a very poor one if you 
look at the myriad of discrepancies in the transportation report) of what Springville[?]s commute time MIGHT be. Their snapshot is by no means all inclusive 
or paramount to the daily experience of those of us who actually live and commute here. Regardless, what everyone doesn[?]t want to address when they say 
[?]it[?]s just 5-10 minutes more[?] is the fact that the DISTANCE COMPLETELY DESTROYS THE NORTH BETHANY COMMUNITY. Regardless of how long it 
takes to get to Five Oaks, it is still TWO AND A HALF TIMES FARTHER from Springville than we are from Stoller. Springville to Five Oaks is still the FARTHEST 
DISTANCE TO MIDDLE SCHOOL for an assigned general education population. Five Oaks is still ENTIRELY OUTSIDE OUR CHILDREN[?]S COMMUNITY and their 
middle school peers will be COMPLETELY INACCESSIBLE to them outside of school hours (unlike it is for every other student who attends their neighborhood 
middle school with their contiguous neighbors). Please stop negating the concerns of the Springville community by harping on how much longer YOU[?]RE 
willing to subject OUR children to sitting on the bus. The fact remains that the distance between us and Five Oaks will create a MASSIVE DIVIDE between our 
children and their community and peers. The fact remains that the distance between us and Five Oaks requires MORE THAN DOUBLING the number of 
hazardous intersections our children must travel through. The fact remains that the distance between us and Five Oaks is the GREATEST DISTANCE between 
any neighborhood north of 26 and Five Oaks (there are NINE other schools north of the highway that are closer to Five Oaks than Springville). The fact remains 
that options exist to prevent any majority population of students from having to travel as far as Springville to Five Oaks, so why should we not expect an 
EQUITABLE DISTANCE TO SCHOOL for our children.
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02/21/2020 1:23 PM Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Bus Route 114 for Springville to Westview picks up students at 7:07am (prior to rush hour) and arrives at WHS[?]s front door at 7:25am. Actual CURRENTLY 
OPERATING busses from Springville to Westview take 18 minutes to go 2.5 miles. Transportation estimates the exact same route from Springville to Five 
Oaks (trial bus route 3) will take from 8:44am (during rush hour) arriving at Five Oaks at 9:05am; 4.7 miles in 21 minutes. So it takes 18 minutes to go 2.5 
miles to Westview, and the exact same route should (by transportation[?]s calculations) take only THREE MINUTES LONGER to go nearly TWICE AS FAR (2.2 
miles further). The high school bus that takes 18 minutes to go 2.5 miles operates significantly earlier than the work and elementary school traffic rush while 
the 21 minute bus ride to go 4.7 miles to Five Oaks will operate through TWO elementary school commutes (Springville[?]s and Rock Creek[?]s). Another way 
to look at it: my daughter[?]s current bus to Stoller picks her up at 8:46am to travel 2.1 miles to Stoller. The bus trial to Five Oaks expects to pick her up TWO 
MINUTES EARLIER to arrive at school 2.6 MILES FURTHER AWAY. How?

02/21/2020 7:28 PM Karthik glk.mec@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Thank you AC and BSD for listening to North Bethany community voice and keeping us with Stoller. BSD acknowledged that the area adjacent to SPV is empty 
with PCC rockcreek and farm land. Despite acknowledging the fact, why BSD is not showing the area as an geographical barrier in their maps? Please also 
help feed whole SPV community to Stoller. We are clearly meeting 2021 objectives with current maps and there is greater degree of error on 2025 numbers.

02/21/2020 7:07 PM Katie Parsons kparson5@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Please consider adjusting the new middle school boundary map to have East Oak Hills kids follow the Terra Linda kids to Timberland. The current working map 
has Oak Hills kids going to meadow park for MS and then a small group of Oak Hills kids that live on the east side of Bethany moving on the Sunset HS, this 
will leave the East Oak Hills kids isolated at Sunset HS.

02/21/2020 9:57 PM Kelsey Townsend kelsey@westsidebehaviortherapy.com Oak Hills Elem Sunset

END THIS UNNECESSARY ISOLATION OF OAK HILLS EAST!!  I cannot believe that an entirely new revision of the map STILL does not address the issue of Oak 
Hills.  YOU ARE NOT LISTENING!  You are putting the priorities of other communities above our smaller and, up until this point, less disruptive community.  
We are not asking to move mountains here!  Oak Hills community as a whole supports a split at the ES-MS level to ensure that Oak Hills East can feed into 
middle school with it's Sunset bound community.  WE ARE TALKING ABOUT 15-20 CHILDREN PER CLASS!  There is not an argument that can be made that this 
will &#34;break the bank&#34; at any level.  It will NOT hurt Meadow Park to lose us, and it will NOT overpopulate Timberland to incorporate us.  I hope there 
is not a single mention or discussion at the next meeting about how Oak Hills East will not fit at Timberland because of the potential that SUMMA will move 
there.  SUMMA is an OPTION, it should go where it can fit, just like any of the other option schools.  If parents want their children to walk, then send them to 
their home school and decline the option.  Conversely, if SUMMA is a program, as Mr. Sparks has said several times now, then their community should be 
treated just as the SPED community is at this time which was so eloquently explained by Mr. Sparks at our last PTO meeting &#34;SPED is a program and has 
nothing to do with the boundary adjustment process.&#34;  If Mr. Sparks is in fact correct about SUMMA as a program, then they should get no more 
consideration in this process than the SPED community up to this point; which has been NONE!  Bottom line: in 2021 AND 2025, there is capacity at 
Timberland to absorb our 15-20 students.  It is a cost neutral change.  It costs no more to bus us to Meadow than it would to bus us to Timberland.  
Additionally, it improves the overcapacity projected at Meadow Park in 2021.  One of the objectives for this committee is to consider feeder patterns; denying 
Oak Hills East the opportunity of a clean feeder is not only going against your own objectives, but setting these children up for an uphill battle come high 
school.  Believe me, I've talked with the kids that are Freshman, Sophomores, and Juniors that are currently attending Sunset via MP and Oak Hills East.  It is 
tragic to hear of the difficulties they've had to attempt to break into the already existing cliques of students who have been able to clean feed from ES-MS-HS.  
I am elated that the district chose to set up those children with clean feeders; I only wish they would consider that for our kiddos.  Alas, we continue to get 
shuffled around as a pawn and not heard because we haven't held up signs and worn matching t-shirts at meetings.  Good for you Springville, I'm happy your 
tactics worked, I really am.  I suppose we should have taken the same approach and perhaps the committee would not have forgotten about us.

02/21/2020 8:49 AM Kevin McHenry kevin.mchenry@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS

Hello,I am a father of 2 children currently attending Oak Hills and 1 currently attending Meadow Park.  I watched the last boundary meeting live on Youtube.   I 
saw plenty of Oak Hills families at the meeting.  However, I do not believe their voices were heard at the last meeting.  I wonder if it was because they were 
respectful at the meeting and were not yelling and jumping up and actually followed the rules of the meeting.Oak Hills was recently split as an elementary 
school to go to 2 different High Schools.  Currently we are talking about 25-40 students from the Oak Hills community that are currently going to Meadow Park 
and then going to Sunset.  These students are some of the only students that go to Meadow and then Sunset.  When they reach high school their core group of 
kids they know is so small that it makes them feel like outsiders in their own school.As a resident of the Oak Hills community I request that whatever map you 
agree on the Oak Hills neighborhood east of Bethany Blvd be sent to Timberland with other students that will eventually attend Sunset High School.  I believe 
this gives our kids the best chance to succeed in High School and would give our kids the opportunity to build on relationships from middle school since they 
would be attending High School with their middle school classmates.Thank you,Kevin McHenry

02/21/2020 9:05 PM Kim Harris kmoore620@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem

End the isolation! Send East Oak Hills to Timberland! In the map released today, East Oak Hills students will be placed in a situation where they will be 
moving from middle school to high school with only about 20 kids from Meadow Park. This is about 1% of the population that attend Sunset. High school is a 
challenging time in life. We need to make sure that we do everything in our power to support this transition.  Placing East Oak Hills at Timberland would help 
meet this need for our students because they will be able to develop relationships in middle school with peers that they will attend high school with. We need 
to provide our students with a clear feeder path to high school. We need to make sure that we are not creating anxiety and depression in our students in the 
transition from middle school to high school because their are lost in a sea of kids they do not know. Please do what[?]s best for our students, send East Oak 
Hills to Timberland!

02/21/2020 5:34 PM Kimberly Sanders Kimberlysanders13@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

As I look at the maps that were just released for the meeting on 2/25, I am saddened that all 4 of my kids (a freshman at Sunset, two kids at Meadow Park, 
and one at Oak Hills) will not be granted the experience of moving from middle school to high school with their peers. I don[?]t think that anyone really 
understands how small of a number of students move from Meadow Park to Sunset each year. It breaks my heart for these kids, and for myself, knowing that 
I will have to keep fighting with my freshman daughter to get her to go to school every day, a place where she feels like a lonely outcast. I just don[?]t 
understand why the east Oak Hills kids can[?]t catch a break. Why send the east Oak Hills kids to an overcrowded Meadow Park, where most of their peers 
will move on to Westview or Beaverton, when you could send us to an under capacity Timberland so that we can move to Sunset with some familiar faces?
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02/21/2020 7:53 PM KS kandappamom@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I saw the meeting materials for the meeting on Feb 25th. It only has one map. We have been repeatedly told that no final decision has been made. Then how 
come only one map is in the meeting packet. I sincerely hope BSD plan on putting up the maps A and C from the previous meeting. If only one map is up it will 
give the impression to the committee that it is the final map and that they can only make minor adjustments to it. Also the map does not have a name as if 
saying it is the final map. I think BSD needs to put a name on the map like Map D and bring in the old maps. Also this new nameless map has Stoller at 104% 
and 130% in 2021 and 2025. I really hope the committee is not going to be spending their time discussing this map. One can easily take one look at this map 
and know the numbers will not work. Please got back to the C maps and be sure to have them up on the Feb25th meeting.

02/21/2020 5:57 PM Kyle Patterson kyle.patterson64@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Sunset

The current proposed map fails two of the four objectives.1.Adjust the attendance boundary for Stoller MS to provide a projected studentthe population of 
approximately 90% of the permanent capacity of Stoller MS.-Fail, in 2025, Stoller will be at 130% of capacity!2. If warranted, study and recommend minor 
adjustments to elementary and highschool attendance boundaries in order to reconcile split feeder patterns or otherwiseimprove the alignment of attendance 
boundaries between all school levels. -Fail, you do not reconcile feeder patters to enhance alignment of attendance boundaries!These maps are not good 
enough.  The Oak Hills ES community is small compared to other school communities.  And that explains why the committee has ignored our consistent 
requests to fix the terrible boundary issue from 4 years ago.  Kids are isolated when they transition from Meadow Park to Sunset.  Current data from Oak Hills 
Elementary School shows only 19 kids in the first-grade class will attend Sunset.  There are over 80 kids in first grade.  1/4 of the students at Oak Hills end up 
at Sunset.  Please, fix this!  Please correct BSD errors.  Please do what is best for the kids.  The Oak Hills community agrees to an East/West split at middle 
school to ensure students continue onto high school with a decent size peer group. End the isolation of Oak Hills.Send Oak Hills East to Timberland and Oak 
Hills West to Meadow Park with Bethany.End isolation of Oak Hills students in high school by strengthening the middle school to high school feeder path. 
Fulfill Objective #4.Currently, only 20 Oak Hills students start Sunset each year in a school population of 2000; they recognize only 1% of the student body.  
  You can make a difference in these kids' lives.  Make it happen.

02/21/2020 10:38 PM Kyle Watt kylewatt@gmail.com

New Feb 25th working map is GREAT! Reduces splits feeders and keeps communities together! Well done committee and BSD! This map does a fantastic job 
of meeting the board's objectives. I'd also like to point out that BSD's projections for 2025 are higher than PSU which has historically been more accurate. BSD 
has a history of over-projecting enrollment, and just recently even had a budget deficit as a result of over-projecting growth. The actual 2025 enrollment 
growth for Stoller will definitely be lower than projected here. There is no new development happening in Springville area. This is a good map that should get 
broad community support from many neighborhoods.

02/21/2020 10:43 PM Lauren Yee Lwan@comcast.net Findley Elem Stoller MS

I live in the Bronson Creek Area and recently got classified as walkable to Stoller which is 1.8 miles.  (35 min walking). The map currently went out shows 
Findley all together going to Timberland.       (so far). Please do not split up Findley between walkable and non walkable!  I do not want to be in the minority 
of kids who walk and are from Findley.  We will be small compared to the masses of Springville and Sato kids and then when feeding to Sunset, an even 
smaller group.  If we are in the farther end of the walking spectrum, I rather be in the majority and get a quicker bus ride to Timberland and so my daughter 
will have familiar faces than the 35 minute walk that has been assigned to us!  The folks that should have choices is Oakridge Estates.  The folks across the 
street from Stoller.

02/21/2020 6:21 PM Logan Cardinal logan.cardinal@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

My boys are and will be at Oak Hills ES and we live in Oak Hills East.  As they will eventually  go to Sunset HS, please align them to be with those lifetime 
friends and classmates as soon as possible. From what I[?]ve heard that means Timberland MS. There are so few of them, please help them find friendly 
faces as soon as possible at such an important time. I feel Timberland is the best option for them and our family.  Thank you.

02/21/2020 12:46 AM Lori Near Lori.near@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee - thank you for your continued hard work through this process. As we near the finish line of making final recommendations to the BSD Boars, 
I urge you to please consider facts over loud and egregious noise from communities trying to discount proven Irrefutable facts. As a parent of 3 Stoller bound 
students, please consider the following:1. Sato and Springville (SPV) are the largest growing communities in North Bethany. Your data demonstrates this and 
can not be discounted. If these two elementary schools all feed into Stoller along with Jacob Wismer, our kids will be in overcrowded classes and stuck in 
portables. 2. Valid test runs have irrefutably proven that commute times for SPV students to FO are LESS than 23 minutes in each direction - we[?]ll within 
BSD averages. Please don[?]t allow signs, media and other such tactics steer you away from common sense. Please consider the future and well beings of all 
BSD students. Thanks so much!

02/21/2020 11:49 AM Lori Near Lori.near@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee: Please consider logic and common sense in this adjustment process. If you take BSD growth projections into account, it is clear that the 
Southern part of the district is seeing declining attendance at almost every one of our elementary schools (Aloha Huber, Barnes, Beaver Acres, Chehalem, 
Cooper Mountain, etc). However, the Northern part of our district is experiencing significant growth, specifically Springville and Sato. In the near future, 
schools in the south will become underutilized while schools in the north will remain overcrowded. As a parent of 3 Stoller bound students, it would be a 
complete disservice to students and taxpayers to keep Stoller overcrowded and full of portables only to appease a single community who have resorted to 
loud noise (at meetings and via social media channels), inappropriate behavior and a sheer unwillingness to refute proven data from expert employees within 
the BSD. It is inevitable that students in the north will eventually need to be bussed South in order to make use of our facilities there. As part of this boundary 
adjustment process, the committee has an opportunity to consider facts, look at the larger scale picture and create boundaries that will create long term 
stability for our facility utilization and ALL our children. Any effort at trying to keep all Northern schools in the north may work for 2021 but it will VERY quickly 
result in overcrowding in the North once again. While some committee members don[?]t see the need to look beyond 2021, they[?]re short-sightedness will 
only lead to being back at the table spending time and money to adjust these boundaries again. Let[?]s get it right now, the future of our youth depends on it. 
Thank you.
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02/21/2020 6:14 PM Lori Near lori.near@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee Members - Your dedication to this important process has been greatly appreciated. As we near the end and the time for your team to make 
final boundary recommendations to the board, I urge you to please consider recommendations that make sense for the long term benefit of all BSD students. 
One of the greatest obstacles we cannot seem to overcome is the exponential growth in North Bethany. This is making it extremely difficult to address the 
overcrowding problem we are experiencing at Stoller. As I read through the comments from the 2/13 meeting, it is impossible to ignore the consistent theme 
from the Springville community about Stoller being the closest middle school to their homes. In a perfect world, it would make complete sense for SPV 
students to feed 100% to Stoller. However, we are not in a perfect world and we MUST find a way to overcome the obstacles that have been presented. 
Today, SPV students are bused to Stoller, some for approx. 20 mins one way, which is only a few minutes less than what it would take to bus those same 
students to FO. According to concrete data provided by BSD experts, starting in 2021, Sato and SPV combined will account for 820 students entering MS. Add 
that to the 395 JW students and Stoller will be at 1,215 students, 134 students over permanent capacity. This does NOT take portables into account because 
nobody wants their kids stuck in an unsafe portable when we have enough middle schools in our district to house EVERY SINGLE MS student. By 2025, both 
Springville and Sato are projected for continued growth while Jacob Wismer and Findley are projected to decline because they are mature communities. The 
projected growth will make the situation worse. By 2025, Sato and SPV will account for 1,102 MS students along with an additional 388 from JW, bringing 
Stoller to a whopping 1,490 students, 409 students over permanent capacity. It is for this undisputable fact alone that concessions need to be made. 
Communities need to understand the severity of the situation and come to terms with the facts. SPV and Sato CANNOT feed into the same MS. If they do, our 
problem in North Bethany will NEVER be solved and the only ones to lose will be our kids. Please take walkability into account to keep vital funds in the 
classroom. Walkable Findley families wants to walk to Stoller and despite the valid argument from SPV to stay at Stoller because it's the only MS close to 
them, it just will NOT work. Please also be reminded that the 209 Summa students at Stoller in 2021 are mostly JW kids. Even if those 209 kids were all sent 
to Timberland, it may solve the problem temporarily, but it will only bring us back to the boundary adjustment table again in 2025 or earlier when Stoller is 
once again overcrowded. Please consider having Summa at BOTH Stoller and Timberland and let's STOP using bandaids to fix our problems and start making 
decisions for the long term benefit of our entire district.

02/21/2020 7:27 PM Lori Near lori.near@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee - Upon initial review of the most recent map that was released as of 6pm on 2/21, I cannot help but feel sad, disappointed and awestruck. 
All this map has done is give in to the loudest and most aggressive community. It doesn't even come close to meeting the main objective this committee was 
put together to achieve; to get Stoller to approximately 90% permanent capacity with Summa. As a parent of 3 Stoller bound students, I am concerned that 
they will be stuck in a portable with classes larger than average and their opportunity to thrive will be taken away because our district succumbed to threats 
of a single community creating an out of control uproar. The current map also takes away walkability and I encourage the district to publish new 
transportation cost data that will surely take funds away from our students and teachers to put more buses on the roads because one community cannot 
consider what is best for all. Findley families who are walkable to Stoller have been clear about their desire to remain at Stoller despite a split. As a mature 
community, keeping them at Stoller MAKES SENSE. Placing the two largest communities with considerable growth happening NOW and overe the next 5 
years - SPV and Sato - at Stoller MAKES NO SENSE. What is the objective? To appease the loudest communities and steer completely away from the 
objectives? There is still time to make recommendations to our Superintendent that MAKE SENSE. Recommendations that are based on fact and give students 
across our district a REAL opportunity to THRIVE. Please review this map closely and make appropriate adjustments that MAKE SENSE, or consider sensible 
adjustments to Map C that have ample possibilities of getting closer to our district objectives. Thank you for your continued dedication to this process. I 
remain hopeful that my children will be able to attend a Middle School that is safe, not littered with portables and NOT overcrowded by several hundreds.

02/21/2020 1:41 PM LuBon lubon@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

(1) This boundary decision is not about Summa vs Springville.  The issue is about putting ~250 kids in bu$e$ that require no bus service today vs.  Springville 
kids already on a bus having an additional 5-10 mins commute.   (2) Springville in Stoller means we need portables soon while the whole district is at 90% MS 
capacity.   (3)Findley provides STABLE enrollment to Stoller. (4)Springville in Five Oaks provides growth to FO[?]s enrollment, otherwise FO will see a decline 
in enrollment.

02/21/2020 12:03 AM Luis lobf99@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

STOLLER IS THE MIDDLE SCHOOL IN THE FINDLEY COMMUNITY, even when my kids are bused to Stoller!Consider this... when we drive to the grocery store, 
we drive by Stoller.  When we drive to the drug store, we drive by Stoller.  When we drive to the gym, to the library, take kids to karate or dance, WE DRIVE BY 
STOLLER!  This is the school in our community even when my neighborhood is bused to Stoller.  Please send ES  3&#43; miles away to a different MS.We[?]ve 
heard testimony from Oak Hills, Nancy Ryles, Rock Creek, Sato about not splitting their ES. Same applies to Findley.   While Springville area is mostly newer 
houses/neighborhoods, we have heard testimony about not splitting established communities like Raleigh Park and Raleigh Hills.  Also TerraLinda, Bonny 
Slope, Cedar Mill are one community.  Jacob Wismer and Findley are a well established community for over 20 years, please don[?]t split Findley from Jacob 
Wismer.   FINALLY, SAVE TRANSPORTATION COST!! DON[?]T BUS STUDENTS THAT ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE TO STOLLER!

02/21/2020 12:22 PM Lulu LuluD@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Good afternoon BSD, Everyone who wants to push Springville, do you have a sense of crisis?  Because you are closer to Five oaks.  Why do you want more?  
Regardless of the education of children in other regions!  ZIP 97229 from Springville.  We are a negligible area in North Bethany.  What do you get when you 
split Springville?  Push SpringVille to 97006.  Who thinks?  We have been paying property taxes in Bethany for many years.  There must be a place for justice.  
We hope it is BSD to do this justice.  Divide by distance.  Everyone should go within 4miles.  Convenient transportation.  Cost savings.  Thank you.

02/21/2020 6:28 AM Lynnsey Sitter lynnseysitter@gmail.com Findley Elem

I see a lot of comments from Findley people who are in their words, quote (since quotation marks don't come out right in these comments), CONSIDERED 
walkable.  Those people make it sound like they live very close but still want to split.  What I'm seeing is that many of them are farther away and disagree 
with the district about what constitutes walkability and want bus service.  We live in the top northwest corner of Findley's boundary and can easily walk 
across the street to Stoller.  We don't want or need bus service.  We want to stay in our neighborhood and those who say that all of Findley would rather go to 
Timberland together are NOT speaking for us.

02/21/2020 8:29 PM Lynnsey Sitter lynnseysitter@gmail.com Findley Elem

This 2/25 working map is just bad. What does neighborhood proximity even mean if you bus people who can see one school to another that is 4 miles away?  
Stoller is still over capacity.  We're disrupting Summa.  You've created a very white, very wealthy Timberland.  Transportation costs (which still aren't being 
correctly disclosed for bussing all of Findley to Timberland) are being increased.  You &#34;fixed&#34; elementary splits at the expense of middle school 
transitions.  Yikes.  I wasn't expecting much after the high school adjustment, but this is just absurd.
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02/21/2020 3:22 PM Madhavi wmadhavi@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

AC members and BSDI have read many comments questioning why Springville is opposed to letting their kids travel &#34;an extra 5 minutes&#34; to FO. In 
many minds that inflexibility on our neighborhood's part seems to be at the root of all the problems.Let me just bust that myth about &#34;extra 5 
minutes&#34;. FO is more than twice the distance as Stoller from the SPringville school.  1. It takes the bus roughly 12-15 minutes to reach Stoller from 
Springville. Anyone familiar with this area knows that the route from Springville to Stoller is much less busy than the route from Springville to FO.It is NOT 
feasible for the school bus to navigate the extra distance and traffic in an additional 5 minutes. 2. The school bus to Westview departs at 7:07 from our 
community and reaches Westview at 7:25. That is a commute time of 18 minutes for roughly half the distance as FO, along the same route. Finally, for our 
community the issue is not about commute time but about distance. In case of an emergency, we must be able to reach our kids in a reasonable amount of 
time. I request parents who are putting out these thoughtless comments to pause, put themselves in our shoes for a few minutes, and only then click that 
submit button.BSD has done a great disservice by putting out bus trial run times after running exactly one trial, in off peak hours. This has only fueled the 
animosity of our neighbors. We hope that some clarification will be provided to the the larger community about those trial run times.Thanks!

02/21/2020 9:02 PM Madhavi Wmadhavi@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Thank you committee members for listening to the concerns of our community. We really like the new map released today. It mirrors what we have been 
asking for from the very beginning - communities kept together.  The map also utilizes Timberland well and reduces overcrowding at Stoller. Thank you for 
thoughtfully responding to what communities need and keeping the greater good of many students in mind.

02/21/2020 10:33 AM MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

KIDS OVER ALL ELSE: We, the parents of Springville, care about our neighborhood kids over house prices. We care about our neighborhood kids over empty 
lots. We care about our neighborhood kids over optional programs like Summa that most kids are bused to anyway. We care about our neighborhood kids over 
transportation dollars which are noise in the overall BSD budget. We care about being fair and not sending neighborhood kids on the longest middle school 
commute in BSD when there are NINE elementary schools closer to Five Oaks than Springville. We care about being fair and not penalizing the rare 
elementary school with NO OTHER middle school options with proximity other than Stoller. We, the parents of Springville, appeal to the committee to put the 
needs of the many over the needs of the few. Or the one.

02/21/2020 12:01 PM MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

Jacob Wismer &#43; Sato &#43; Springville - Summa &#61; 88% of total capacity in 2021.....2025 Numbers are PROJECTIONS. BSD OVER-PROJECTED in 2018-
19 and had a huge budget shortfall due to state funds. The projections also show Springville and Sato growing at the same rate which makes no sense at all. 
Go to Google maps, look at the satellite views of Springville and Sato, zoom in, and you will see where all the construction is happening relative to the Sato 
and Springville boundaries.  Are we really going to kick kids out of their neighborhood school based on questionable 2025 projections to make way for unbuilt 
land? Are we going to take the worst case of 114% and kick out kids from their neighborhood school instead of managing it? It is still well under total 
capacity, and MUCH lower than today!!!

02/21/2020 6:23 PM MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

I am truly thankful for the Feb 25th maps! Once you move Summa to Timberland with the school that has the most Summa kids, Findley, the numbers look 
great. As for Stoller at 114%, please double check the 2025 PROJECTIONS. We know BSD OVERPROJECTED in 2018-19 and lost state funds over it.  For some 
reason the BSD 2025 projections show Springville growing at the same rate as Sato. The PSU projections show it much flatter and this aligns more with 
reality: Check out some satellite pictures of the area and see where the construction is happening. It is all happening in the Sato boundary. There is no way the 
growth rates can be the same!

02/21/2020 7:42 PM MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

I would like to deeply thank the committee for hearing our voices from Springville and being our voice. The Feb 25th maps won't make every single person 
happy, but in balance looks like the right direction assuming we move Summa to Timberland. Findley loses walkability but goes to a nearby school that is 
spectacular and being the largest contributor of kids to Summa, it also hosts a Summa program. Springville and Sato lose summa at their home school but get 
to stay in their North Bethany community undivided. Rock Creek gets a longer commute but also get to go to middle school with their Bethany neighbors. 
Jacob Wismer loses walkable Summa but over 300 JW kids still get to walk to their middle school. There are still some issues like the Oak Hills split that may 
need a high school boundary adjustment in the future. I know we will have to deal with some transportation costs, but that will not supercede the welfare of 
our children. I know the 2025 numbers are slightly high, but those are merely projections and do not get anywhere close to total capacity and can be managed. 
In balance, the Feb 25th map does the best job of balancing out the welfare of all kids in the district and I hope it moves forward with minimal changes.

02/21/2020 9:42 PM Mahesh mudigonda mahesh.mudigonda@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and comedy,We thank you for keeping Springville and Findley schools and most other North BSD schools together in tact feeding into a single 
middle school, This helps kids maintain their friendships and keep the communities together. Also we would like to thank you for keeping SUMMA program 
out of Stoller , Considering over population at Stoller, We believe timberland is the optimal location for SUMMA because of SUMMA concentration in the 
area.

02/21/2020 6:36 AM Mamta &amp; Ravi Sahita msahita@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

The Feb 13th comments attachments show that the Springville community has shared pictures of cars coming into Stoller. Please note that Stoller has a 
different entrance for walking students, car drop off and buses. Again, the whole picture is not being providing. Also, please note that most cars in that picture 
are making a left into Stoller - cars coming from the Sato / Springville side; not the other side. We cannot take pictures of walking students and post it 
without parent's permissions so we cannot share how many children walk. Please do go by Stoller in the afternoon at dismissal time to the walking gates and 
see the sea of children that walk home.

02/21/2020 6:48 PM Mandi Middlestetter mandi.middlestetter@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Enough! END THE ISOLATION OF EAST OAK HILLS. East Oak Hills NEEDS TO BE INCLUDED in Timberland, with the rest of the Sunset-bound kids. West Oak 
Hills neighbors &#43; community members agree. In both 2021 and 2025, there[?]s plenty of room for our hand-counted average of 13 to 25 students. It is a 
cost neutral solution. It improves the over-enrollment at Meadow in 2021 AND the under-enrollment at Timberland in both 2021 and 2025. What[?]s more, it 
improves middle school AND high school feeder patterns. This is a stated objective of BSD. STOP USING OUR NEIGHBORHOOD AS YOUR PAWN. We matter, 
too.

02/21/2020 2:30 PM Mary karriejoyne@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Please keep FINDLEY in STOLLER middle school so I can continue to WALK my grandchildren to school every day.

02/21/2020 11:11 PM May mrwang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Please move Summa to a school that has the capacity so that neighorhood kids do not have to be isolated from their community! Our kids' clubs, 
extracurriculum activities are all in Bethany.  Keep Springville in North Bethany! No isolation!  Thank you!

02/21/2020 10:50 AM Megan Needham megan.m.needham@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

End isolation of Oak Hills students. Send Oak Hills (East) to Timberland with Terra Linda and Oak Hills (West) to Meadow Park with Bethany. Strengthen the 
middle school to high school feeder path for Oak Hills students. Fulfill Objective #4. Currently, only 20 Oak Hills students start Sunset each year in a school 
population of 2000 where they recognize only 1% of the student body. The Oak Hills community agrees to an East/West split at middle school to ensure 
students continue onto a high school with a decent size peer group. End isolation of Oak Hills.

02/21/2020 10:57 PM Melinda Carlson mcsings@live.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Please allow east side of Oak Hills Elementary to attend Timberland with other Sunset-bound kids.  In the most recent maps, the east side of Oak hills 
elementary comprises  the only Sunset HS-bound elementary kids at Meadow Park.  Please end the isolation of Oak hills and move the east side to feed to 
Timberland and then Sunset so the kids can have more time to connect before high school.
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02/21/2020 8:15 PM Michael J Jackson mrmikejackson@gmail.com Terra Linda Elem Cedar Park MS Sunset

I support the current working map that has cedar mill, terra Linda, and Bonny slope staying together to Timberland to continue our sense of community, 
walkability, and inclement weather or disaster preparedness. I thank the committee members who have commented how those school are well linked and 
should not be split. It has seemed though that many meetings have had dramatic reversals of good thoughts when new topics are brought up or loud 
communities complain, so I urge you to stick with this timberland feeding pattern. I feel bad for every neighborhood going through this boundary adjustment, 
as it is so much more complicated with the springville middle years elimination , while over development has been allowed in northern region. The final 
committee suggestion should include a strong message to BSD that it needs to get ahead of future development so schools can be community based and not 
gerrymander skewed to subsidize unplanned development.

02/21/2020 12:29 AM Montero monterotr88@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Rock Creek to Meadow Park, SERIOUSLY!  This is over 5 miles from my neighborhood and is not a straightforward drive down 185th!   Wouldn[?]t be easier 
for Springville to attend Five Oaks, easier commute thru 185th??   it[?]s time to stop going around circles and settle in SPRINGVILLE ATTENDING FIVE OAKS.

02/21/2020 9:48 AM Morgan Law morganjlaw@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

End isolation of Oak Hills students. Send Oak Hills (East) to Timberland with Terra Linda and Oak Hills (West) to Meadow Park with Bethany.We know that our 
school will be split at high school, so we would rather make the divide now so students have a chance to create lasting relationships. We have been shuffled 
too many times!

02/21/2020 9:27 PM Mubashshera Sutarwala mubash.s@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please hear the plead of Springville families. You are entrusted with the responsibility of our children. The Feb 25th maps won't make every single person 
happy, but in balance looks like the right direction assuming we move Summa to Timberland.Findley and SUMMA kids of Jacob Wismer loses walkability but 
goes to a nearby school that is spectacular and being the largest contributor of SUMMA. Rock Creek gets a longer commute but also get to go to middle 
school with their Bethany neighbors. Jacob Wismer loses walkable Summa but over 300 JW kids still get to walk to their middle school. I know we will have to 
deal with some transportation costs, but that will not outweigh the welfare of our children. Springville community has no future development to increase 
number of students.

02/21/2020 9:28 PM Mubashshera Sutarwala mubash.s@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We are hoping that Springville is back in the Stoller boundary after receiving comments and numerous testimonials from our community. Please do not split 
our community! You are trying to solve the problem of overcrowding by putting a community that is not going to expand any further.  Sato and other 
neighborhoods are going to have much more development in the near future which is already witnessed by the overcrowding of that elementary school. How 
are we going to address this problem again in 2025. You cannot make our kids go through long commutes, suffer in academic and overall growth by not being 
part of neighborhood sports club and league by segregating us.

02/21/2020 11:22 AM Naresh nareshr08@gmail.com Springville K-8

Neighborhood schools over Option program.SUMMA is an option program, you choose to write it and choose to send your kids there. If it is a neighborhood 
program,then all the middle schools should have this program , that is not the case.AC is talking about the only comprehensive middle school closer to 
Springville and make them commute double the distance than what they currently commute across the busiest intersection, accident prone road in 
state.Please do not take away the only proximal middle school away from Springville to bow down to the greed of a community who wants optional summa 
program within walkable distance.

02/21/2020 3:39 PM Naresh nareshr08@gmail.com Springville K-8

Springville and Sato are the northern most communities in north bethany. The only proximal middle school to Springville is Stoller. Why is Five oaks even a 
point of discussion when there are literally 9 other elementary schools closer to 5 oaks than Springville.KEEP OUR COMMUNITY TOGETHER IN NORTH 
BETHANY and prioritize kids over money/buses/SummaSpringville is an integral part of north bethany since it's inception and sending them away from their 
friends from Sato, JW is a bad idea. Keep Springville close to home!!!!

02/21/2020 8:27 PM Naresh nareshr08@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear AC committe,  I just looked at the working maps for Feb 25th, commend the committee's work for putting out a map that works for most communities . 
This will not make everyone happy , but most communities will be happy.                     Summa out of Stoller is a great start, Summa is an option program and 
for the first time BSD treated it as such. I appreciate committee's and BSD'S logical thinking to keep communities together and closer to home.THANK YOU!!!

02/21/2020 10:31 AM Naveen K Kasam naveen.kasam@gmail.com Springville K-8

PLEASE PUT YOURSELF IN SPRINGVILLE KIDS SHOESDear Stoller AC representatives, you are aware of geography in the north of bethany and how far north 
springville community is located at. I am sure you have heard from your friends that even restaurants like pizza hut doesnt deliver food to our community as 
we are so far north. I request you to put yourself in Springville kids shoes and do not vote on maps that isolates us from North Bethany.

02/21/2020 7:22 PM Nayung Yu nayungyu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I want to echo my neighbor[?]s comment about the working map published today. Dear Committee Members,I just saw the working map for the February 25 
meeting. I am glad that you have finally heard our concerns wth a working map that keeps communities together.This map shows Stoller overcrowding 
reduced and Timberland filled. It clearly shows that Summa needs to be moved to a school that has space, in this case, Timberland. This will fill the new 61 
million dollar school, which is one of the main reasons we are re-adjusting boundaries in the first place. Findley will also be also kept ALL together as a 
community in a school that is still within proximity in their neighborhood.Regular middle schoolers must be prioritized over OPTIONS programs. 86 JW 
Summa kids (23% of JW) who chose to be in SUMMA can't be prioritized over 100% of Springville Elementary School kids. The Summa program demographic 
also changes and will not be forever just at the Stoller walkable zone or exclusively fed by JW students.As for the 2025 numbers, do keep in mind that these 
are merely projections and estimates. Do not sacrifice our children's well-being and community relationships over &#34;what ifs&#34; and empty lots. 
Springville is already built out and established community with no new developments. Do remember that BSD also tend to overproject enrollment rates, as 
evidenced by the recent over projection that caused the budget deficit. At the meeting with Sparks as Springville, he mentioned that if portables are 
necessary, they can still use it IF the enrollment is indeed as per projection. He also said that it is up to the Teaching and Learning department if they can 
accomodate one or two extra students per class (if needed). In any case, portables can still be used (IF ITS EVEN NEEDED) and it will be greatly reduced than 
what Stoller has been using these past years. While it is important to look ahead so we won't be back in this situation in the future, it might not even be 
accurate. PSU has conducted studies that show the growth rate in our area to be less than what BSD has alluded in their projections.I truly appreciate your 
working towards a balanced map that keeps communities within their neighborhoods, with the main goals of this whole process within reach. I appreciate 
committee members who look at the bigger picture beyond their own realm so we could have a fairer map for ALL our kids. Thank you.
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02/21/2020 10:02 PM Nayung Yu nayungyu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Thank you Committee for listening to 400&#43; Springville kids. The proposed map for the meeting Feb. 25 provides equal benefits and burdens for the 
communities. Springville, Sato, and Jacob Weiser will go their closest middle school while possibly losing Summa program. Findley will go to another 
neighborhood school and possibly keep their Summa while loosing walkability. Rock Creek will go with their neighborhood elementary to Meadows park while 
losing commute time. I think all of us gained some y and lost some, so it is the best map in terms of equity. I also want to point out about flaws in BSD 2025 
projections. 1. According to (historically accurate) PSU projection, Stoller will be manageable in 2025-26. PSU projections and BSD projections for 2025 are 
different; but so far PSU projection was way more accurate than BSD. PSU predicted the 2019-20 stoller enrollment to be 1583 students in total and the 
actual enrollment for 2019-20 was 1560, which was quite accurate. PSU projection for stoller in 2025-26 is 1687 with the current map with Summa staying in 
Stoller. So if Summa moves out from Stoller, Stoller enrollment would be within the capacity. BSD have history to estimate too much. We should go with the 
PSU estimate which accurately predicted stoller enrollment 2019-20.2. BSD 2025-26 projection for Springville is 543, which is wrong. Right now Springville 
has bout 400 students. Why big increase in 2025-26? We are not growing! There is no new houses building in the Springville community. The number of 
students should be about the same at 2025 compared to 2020 because we don't have more space to build more houses. The projection for Springville 2025-26 
is wrong and should be corrected. Thank you.

02/21/2020 10:27 AM Nicole C Read nicolecread@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem
End Isolation!!!Please hear our cries when we say send East  Oak Hills to Timberland and West Oak Hills to Five Oaks.Unless of course you  have some master 
plan to keep Oak Hills together for middle school and high school but since you already screwed that up, please have the decency to make this right.

02/21/2020 7:56 PM Nicole Tuite nicole.tuite@yahoo.com Terra Linda Elem

Thank you for working so hard with the surrounding communities to create the proposed maps. The Terra Linda neighborhood is grateful for the proposed 
inclusion to Timberland Middle School. The inclusion of Terra Linda supports the equity goals of the Beaverton School district, as Terra Linda has a free and 
reduced lunch rate of 38%. Bringing this school to Timberland will help with Timberland's free &amp; reduced lunch percentage and add to the socioeconomic 
and cultural diversity in the school. Additionally, this inclusion improves walkability and transportation options for so many in our community. Terra Linda has 
such close proximity to Timberland! For many of u, it is only a 1/2 mile away. Lastly, it helps the students in Cedar Mill stay connected through their formative 
years and as they enter high school. Thank you, thank you!After attending recent meetings, I felt compelled to advocate for a small group of children outside 
of my own neighborhood. Our neighboring community, Oak Hills, is already split with HS feeder patterns. Approximately 15-25 Oak Hills students attend 
Sunset every year. If there is capacity at Timberland, it would be wonderful to include these students as well so that they do not have to start over in high 
school. The mother who spoke at a recent meeting broke my heart, and I would love to ensure peer connections for our neighbors too!

02/21/2020 6:51 PM Niran neerukura@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUMMA over Regular School BSD and AC, Thank you for hearing our voice, yes please give regular school priority than SUMMA, moving SUMMA out from 
stroller to Timberland will make room to fit in entire Springville, dont split our community lets it be with our neighbors SATO and JW. Looks like we had spent 
lot of money on Portables and history says we need portables in almost every school, moving or re-utilization of portables are very expensive so keep 
portables and keep springville with our neighbors. the new map released is a very good fit, that way all the numbers for 2021 to 2025 looks good, this is a well 
balanced map has covered in all aspects satisfying JC policy.

02/21/2020 6:13 PM Pari dilmangemoor@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Hi BSD and AC, we are seeing many comments from JW families about Springville Community from our last meeting about  wearing lovely RED color T-
ShirtsYes we like RED, we wear RED, We Love each other and its Valentines Day and also that shows our unity in community, Please don't entertain those 
comments saying that SPV parents are threatening with RED color rally , I'm worried how JW will survive in this world, if they are scared about community 
unity.  Please consider Summa moving to Timberland Move Springville to Stroller Findley to Timerberland Not sure what JW want at this point, there are only 
86 kids in Summa and asking SPV to sacrifice for 400 kids. Please provide fair justification.

02/21/2020 7:40 PM Pavan Akkisetty avspavan@gmail.com Findley Elem
Please donot split Findley. With a greater chance of walkability improvement to Stoller, all Findley in stoller should help reduce BSD transportation costs in 
the coming decade. Unsplit findley, if it means feeding to Timberland is acceptable too. Thanks

02/21/2020 5:59 PM Piradee Piradeet@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
PLEASE KEEP SPRINGVILLE AT STOLLER.I don[?]t understand why pushing Springville down to Five Oaks at all while several other schools are actually closer to 
it.

02/21/2020 2:07 PM Prakash poul.bose@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
Dear Committee - The PSU study indicates that between 2021 and 2025, springville enrollment is projected to grow by 2 students. Hence, pls retain springville 
kids at stoller.

02/21/2020 2:12 PM Prakash poul.bose@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
Springville is an integral part of North Bethany community. Kids are able to spend time on afterschool activities, etc today as they are in stoller. It is clearly 
not a free pass to ask our kids to travel more Just because our kids take the bus today. #regular school kids over optional summa.

02/21/2020 11:20 AM pramodh pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee membersThank you for being fair and honest to the core.  There is a so much noise from neighborhood school that says it only 5 
extra min to FO, if 2.5 mile from SVP to Stoller takes 15 min today how can 2.5 X distance takes only 5 min extra ? The transportation manipulated the trail 
data and is not close to real world situation as the pick up time and reaching times are not valid as per real world cases . I request All AC to not believe what 
some neighborhood say's , please check the GPS tracker and transportation data sheet to know that the data is manipulated. We had people time multiple 
BSD bus pickup times and it is averaging about 2 min for each pick up depending on the number of kids picked up from each stop. Thank you for all the great 
work you guys are doing to stay focused on equitable solutions for all kids

02/21/2020 3:46 PM Pramodh pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members,My humble request to all AC's is to make decisions that have least impact on any community , let's not make emotional 
decisions that puts an entire community to suffer for years to come. Prioritize the 92% regular kids over 8% SUMMA kids . We request, SUMMA to relocate to 
FO since FO can accommodate SUMMA numbers.Thank you

02/21/2020 1:38 PM Pramodh bangaru pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members Thanks you for reading our comments .When we look at the projections , there seems to be lot of doubts on the formula 
used to project these number . The long range planning number shoes that , the SVP actual total count for Middle schools is 360 in 2019 (this is actual ) and 
when you look at the 2025 projection numbers, the total is 544 . The difference between actual and projected for 2025 is 184 kids , which is 55% increase in 6 
year but there is no land to be developed under SVP boundary. So this projection seems to be purely hypothetical based on a formula which is not going to be 
reality in 2025. So please do not depend on the projections that are fault based when deciding a fate for SVP kids The one study by PSU student increase for 
SVP shows just 2 kids between 2021 to 2025 ...which seems realistic since SVP is a stable boundary as of current situation.

02/21/2020 2:50 PM Prashant Kowtal prashant.p.kowtal@gmail.com Springville K-8

Hello BSD and Mr Sparks,Please consider Terra Linda to feed into Meadow Park for next set of Maps. As per current HS boundaries- Terra Linda feeds Sunset 
HS; and by feeding Terra Linda into Meadow Park will benefit the Oak Hills community greatly. In current boundaries - Oak Hills community located East of 
Bethany Blvd are isolated when they go to Sunset HS.Terra Linda in Meadow Park will positively influence the JC policy of neighborhood proximity and 
community bonding to Sunset bound  neighborhoods of Oak Hills avoiding community  isolation. Thank you for your consideration!

02/21/2020 3:32 PM Prashant Kowtal prashant.p.kowtal@gmail.com Springville K-8
Hello BSD and Mr. Sparks,Please prioritize neighborhood proximity over SUMMA options program. Please move Stoller SUMMA to Five Oaks and prioritize 
Springville kids feed into Stoller as the ONLY neighborhood middle school for Springville
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02/21/2020 9:07 PM Prashanth Nair prash7e7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I would like to deeply thank the committee for hearing our voices from Springville and being our voice. The Feb 25th maps won't make every single person 
happy, but in balance looks like the right direction assuming we move Summa to Timberland. Findley loses walkability but goes to a nearby school that is 
spectacular and being the largest contributor of kids to Summa, it also hosts a Summa program. Springville and Sato lose summa at their home school but get 
to stay in their North Bethany community undivided. Rock Creek gets a longer commute but also get to go to middle school with their Bethany neighbors. 
Jacob Wismer loses walkable Summa but over 300 JW kids still get to walk to their middle school. There are still some issues like the Oak Hills split that may 
need a high school boundary adjustment in the future. I know we will have to deal with some transportation costs, but that will not supercede the welfare of 
our children. I know the 2025 numbers are slightly high, but those are merely projections and do not get anywhere close to total capacity and can be managed.

02/21/2020 11:39 PM Prashanth Nair prash7e7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

ECONOMIC DIVERSITY.....Thank You Committee for asking for a map that has Entire Springville at Stoller. You can clearly see the Economic diversity numbers 
are much better for Stoller on this feb 25th Working MAP WITH SPRINGVILLE AT STOLLER...... if SUMMA moves out of Stoller, the Free lunch ratio WILL ONLY 
GET BETTER FROM HERE. Objective 1 and 2 can be achieved here WITHOUT HAVING TO ISOLATE SPRINGVILLE KIDS FROM NORTH BETHANY AND MAKE THE 
COMMUTE LONGER AND FURTHER.

02/21/2020 2:33 PM Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

BSD projections are way above PSU Projections BETWEEN 2021 and 2025BSD is again over projecting as in previous years with many schools around the 
district. Please do NOT PUNISH SPRINGVILLE KIDS FOR A NON EXISTENT ISSUE IN 2025.Springville has no place for any more growth. So the whole Rhetoric 
that SATO AND SPRINGVILLE CANNOT  BE TOGETHER IS A FARCE.In Scholls Heights, BSD thought with all the growth there kids will overcrowd the school. In 
BSD[?]s own words nothing like that happenedSpringville kids belong to NORTH BETHANY .... please do not put hardships on them because of big conservative 
projections and flawed bus trials.

02/21/2020 4:02 PM Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

JUST BECAUSE MY KID TAKES THE BUS.....Just because my kid has to take the bus to Stoller does not make it acceptable for my kid Who has no other middle 
school in proximity to be hauled half way across the district so that we can make space for walk ability to an options program .....??The rhetoric that just 
because my kids takes the bus they should be bussed LONGER AND FURTHER feels so wrong at all levels... Breaking these kids away from the ONLY 
community they know and are surrounded by.....Springville kids are equally worthy of your consideration... #EQUITY

02/21/2020 4:13 PM Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUMMA SHOULD BE MOVED OUT OF STOLLER.From all the Variants of Maps that were made by BSD , One thing is crystal clear that SUMMA cannot stay in 
Stoller . It has to be moved out to Timberland OR any other school with space . Any map with SUMMA in Stoller , wrecks havoc on utilizations . It does not 
even come near to 90% permanent capacity of Stoller .Moving out SUMMA from Stoller was considered in the past as well as a great way to alleviate 
overcrowding with minimum impact but at that time Timberland was not available . Now it makes complete sense to move SUMMA out to Timberland and 
accommodate more regular middle schoolers who do not have another choice nearby . SUMMA is an option program and it is a choice we make knowing the 
pros and cons of it . Please do not consider an Options program in an area that has high demand and scarcity of nearby Middle Schools .

02/21/2020 4:35 PM Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

For NORTH BETHANY SPRINGVILLE KIDS , please understand they DO NOT have another MS at a reasonable distance. ALL OTHER Stoller schools have multiple 
options closer than SPV TO FO.Springville is an INTEGRAL PART OF NORTH BETHANY . On the west is the PCC COllege and the farms which is a big 
geographical divide as ACKNOWLEDGED In the February 13th memorandum. Please do not make us an island marooned up north . SPRINGVILLE KIDS NEED 
YOUR HELP IN VOICING THEIR CONCERNS

02/21/2020 11:21 PM Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Thank you AC  for hearing us. We really appreciate it.... 1. Any map in whichever configuration at Stoller , we have seen that if SUMMA stays in Stoller, we can 
NEVER MEET OBJECTIVE 2 of 90% . Moving SUMMA out of an overcrowded school is essential.....2. Findley has the most SUMMA STUDENTS so it makes 
sense to move it to Timberland. The concentration of JW SUMMA is also in the east which is also considerably close to Timberland. ......Please priortize 
regular middleschool program over SUMMA in an area that already has a scarcity of Middle school. Please keep Springville kids with their NORTH BETHANY 
COMMUNITY.

02/21/2020 11:30 PM Preeju Philip preejususan@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

ECONOMIC DIVERSITY.....Thank You Committee for asking for a map that has Entire Springville at Stoller. You can clearly see the Economic diversity numbers 
are much better for Stoller on this feb 25th Working MAP WITH SPRINGVILLE AT STOLLER...... if SUMMA moves out of Stoller, the Free lunch ratio WILL ONLY 
GET BETTER FROM HERE. Objective 1 and 2 can be achieved here WITHOUT HAVING TO ISOLATE SPRINGVILLE KIDS FROM NORTH BETHANY AND MAKE THE 
COMMUTE LONGER AND FURTHER.

02/21/2020 10:25 PM PRP pram125@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee,As per Mr.Struckmeir, Summa is not a option program but a school program serving needs the kids in the neighborhood. Looking at the 
demographics, it is clear that most of the Summa kids are concentrated around Stoller. Based on Summa grid map provided in earlier meetings, there are 
around 160 kids who are near Stoller. The latest 2021 numbers provided by BSD coordinator shows a whopping 45% of Jacob Wismer kids(59 kids out of 131 
kids) qualified for Summa program this year.  These numbers are significant and it doesn't make sense to bus all these kids to Timberland when they can 
potentially walk to Stoller school.  Some of the these kids may drop off Summa and may choose to attend Stoller if Summa is moved. Please keep Summa in 
Stoller. This promotes walkability, reduced transportation costs, less traffic and most importantly keeps these kids off the roads. These summa kids need to 
be treated fairly and should not be treated like they don't belong to their neighborhood school!!

02/21/2020 11:19 PM PZ pzhang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Please keep objective in 2021! Do not over projected and it is senseless to rip apart neighborhood for a problem that MIGHT NOT EXIST IN 2025! Move Summa 
to the school which has capacity!  No split! Thank you!

02/21/2020 7:12 PM Radha Muddu radha.m@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear Committee members, please prioritize regular student enrollment over SUMMA at Stoller. There are SUMMA students within Springville community too, 
believe it or not. But, the parents of these kids also PREFER REGULAR STUDENTS TO FEED INTO STOLLER, OVER SUMMA. Please do he right thing FOR ALL 
BSD students.

02/21/2020 6:38 PM Rajesh Rajeshthallam81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members , Thanks for considering the Springville concerns . New map released today for Feb 25th meeting meets all primary objectives for 
2021.  Stoller numbers for 2025 are a little over the permanent capacity which is not an issue because these 2025 numbers are purely projections and may 
change a little.

02/21/2020 10:00 AM Rajesh Kumar Thakur rktthakur@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Rock Creek is small elementary school and doesn't wants to be sent by themselves to a middle school without a fellow South Bethany neighbor who feeds to 
the same high school. Rock creek families  feel ignored by this process and overshadowed by the larger elementary schools.We are open to Stoller, Five Oaks, 
Timberland or Meadow Park, as long as we are kept with either Springville or Bethany. Please consider transportation time for smaller elementary schools 
just as you are considering them for the larger elementary schools. Also, please consider transportation costs, as this is an important issue that affects the 
entire BSD community.RegardsRajesh

02/21/2020 11:12 AM Rajesh Kumar Thakur rktthakur@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please DON'T separate Rock Creek kids from their neighbors. we reject Map A because it isolates Rock Creek and sends it to Five Oaks alone. BSD should 
make sure that this boundary change doesn't create an academic inequality. we would like to stay together with Bethany ES and west oak hills kids. Thanks 
for the understanding.RegardsRajesh
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02/21/2020 4:49 PM RAMA KRISHNA BATCHU batchu.sap@gmail.com Springville K-8

DISCREPANCIES IN TRIAL BUS  DATA - There are many inconsistencies in the trial bus data for Springville to Five Oaks. Some of the discrepancies in the data 
are - none of the AM/PM End times match between the GPS track data and the Route directions data, all the route directions data have a standard 9:05 end 
time in the AM, even though the GPS track data shows different end times. For route 3 AM trial run, the Asset number(route or bus number) is 559 in GPS 
track, but the video says 515. I infer this as wrong route video was posted. All the PM start times are 3:50. Middle school ends at 3:50 and the buses do not 
start till 4.I request the committee to question the validity of this trial bus data.

02/21/2020 11:04 PM Reshma Gorur reshugp@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Findley families have been mature and flexible throughout this journey compared to all the other communities. This should not be construed as lack of 
concern. Its important to reward this behavior rather than showing our young kids that bullying is ok and gets us whatever we want.All they are asking1. Leave 
FE and Summa in StollerOr 2. Move ENTIRE Findley and ENTIRE SUMMA to Timberland. This group of kids/parents can help establish a new school. It is a very 
fair ask and should be accommodated by BSD. This wii also send a message that we value civilized conduct.

02/21/2020 4:39 PM Richell Chiu-Yap RCHEWEY88@YAHOO.COM Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee Members,I was at the meeting at Five Oaks, and I also attended the special PTO meeting with Mr. Sparks at Springville.It seems like other 
communities have been trivializing the commute time if Springville was assigned to Five Oaks. The say that it would just take 5 minutes longer. They say this 
based on questionable data published by the BSD transportation department. Even Mr. Sparks, at the Springville PTO meeting, admitted that the dry run was 
just a &#34;snapshot&#34; of a particular day, and does not necessarily reflect the real traffic situation for the whole week. The GPS data does not even 
match the chart they presented on the start and end times, and they were numerous violations by the driver (not stopping fully at stop signs). Only 30 seconds 
was allotted for the kids to all get in the bus. Real life videos show this to be 2 minutes minimum. They also did not account for the added congestion of more 
parents from Springville opting to drive their kids to and from school to avoid bullying in the bus. Further, the dry run was conducted by the transportation 
department who also has their own agenda to push for a particular map and justify the commute time with questionable data, misleading you and the public.  
Commute time is just one of my concerns. I am also concerned about kids being UPROOTED, SEPARATED, SEGREGATED, ISOLATED from our own North 
Bethany Community. We are sister communities with Sato, and we have only middle school option, Stoller, unlike other communities who have other schools 
in proximity WITHIN their neighborhoods. Please keep ALL of Springville together at Stoller. Please focus on 2021 numbers which work out well if ALL of 
Findley is moved to Timberland and Summa is moved to a school that has space for an OPTIONAL program. 2025 numbers are just projections. We have seen 
BSD's accuracy rate on those projections given the enrollment overprojections that caused the recent budget deficit. Thank you for considering these points in 
your important decision.

02/21/2020 5:47 PM Richell Chiu-Yap RCHEWEY88@YAHOO.COM Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee Members,I just saw the working map for the February 25 meeting. I am glad that you have finally heard our concerns wth a working map 
that keeps communities together.This map shows Stoller overcrowding reduced and Timberland filled. It clearly shows that Summa needs to be moved to a 
school that has space, in this case, Timberland. This will fill the new 61 million dollar school, which is one of the main reasons we are re-adjusting boundaries 
in the first place. Findley will also be also kept ALL together as a community in a school that is still within proximity in their neighborhood.Regular middle 
schoolers must be prioritized over OPTIONS programs. 86 JW Summa kids  (23% of JW) who chose to be in SUMMA can't be prioritized over 100% of 
Springville Elementary School kids. The Summa program demographic also changes and will not be forever just at the Stoller walkable zone or exclusively fed 
by JW students.As for the 2025 numbers, do keep in mind that these are merely projections and estimates. Do not sacrifice our children's well-being and 
community relationships over &#34;what ifs&#34; and empty lots. Springville is already built out and established community with no new developments.  Do 
remember that BSD also tend to overproject enrollment rates, as evidenced by the recent over projection that caused the budget deficit. At the meeting with 
Sparks as Springville, he mentioned that if portables are necessary, they can still use it IF the enrollment is indeed as per projection. He also said that it is up 
to the Teaching and Learning department if they can accomodate one or two extra students per class (if needed). In any case, portables can still be used (IF 
ITS EVEN NEEDED) and it will be greatly reduced than what Stoller has been using these past years. While it is important to look ahead so we won't be back in 
this situation in the future, it might not even be accurate. PSU has conducted studies that show the growth rate in our area to be less than what BSD has 
alluded in their projections.I truly appreciate your working towards a balanced map that keeps communities within their neighborhoods, with the main goals 
of this whole process within reach. I appreciate committee members who look at the bigger picture beyond their own realm so we could have a fairer map for 
ALL our kids. Best regards,Richell Chiu-Yap

02/21/2020 1:52 PM Rucha Rucha23@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
DEAR AC - how does it make sense that Springville kids should go to a school outside our community for something that may or may not happen in 2025, from 
2021. If BSD overestimated 2018 enrollment in 2018, is it fair to move kids from 2021 for a 2025 [?]projection[?]?

02/21/2020 2:29 PM Rufus RufusRay@gamma.com
Please send Springville Kids to Timberland. They will stay with their north friends.Springville community is young parents and thriving and I am pretty sure 
that they would bind well with Timberland community.

02/21/2020 10:12 PM Ruth Glass Rutebabe@hotmail.com Oak Hills Elem

I am extremely disappointed at the proposed maps for the 02/25 meeting.  It was discussed at the last meeting by several community and committee 
members to move the Sunset bound Oak Hills students to Timberland.  This was in line with the Objective 4 of strengthening middle school to high school 
patterns.  The 20 Sunset bound Oak Hills students would be the ONLY Cedar Hills Community students not attending Timberland.I am at a loss how the board 
would justify alienating 20 students.  I am also frustrated that the committee does not appear to be following through with their commitments and not 
hearing the community and their concerns.I implore the committee to adjust the maps to include the Sunset bound Oak Hill students to attend Timberland.

02/21/2020 8:57 AM S Srib467@gmail.com Springville K-8

As pointed out by many in the community, I would like to reiterate that Springville is the NINTH FURTHEST school in the Bethany area from FIVE OAKS. The 
distance to five oaks for the Bethany elementary schools goes in the following order (nearest to furthest):Oak hills (2.0 miles)Rock creek (2.1 miles)Terra 
Linda (2.4 miles)Bethany (2.4 miles)Cedar mill (3.6 miles)Jacob Wismer (3.7 miles)Findley (3.8 miles)Bonny slope (4.2 miles)Sato (4.3 miles)SPRINGVILLE 
(4.3 miles)Per BSD's JC factors, PROXIMITY matters. Five oaks is CLEARLY NOT proximal to SPRINGVILLE. So why would we even consider sending Springville 
kids to Five Oaks?I request the committee to please prioritize proximity of comprehensive MS programs over Summa optional program. Thank you!

02/21/2020 6:28 PM S Srib467@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear Mr. Sparks and Committee members, thank you for listening to our concerns. The newly released map for the 2/25 meeting addresses concerns 
highlighted by many communities. I am happy to see that ES to MS transitions are kept intact and schools are not being torn apart. This will preserve 
friendships and will ease ES to MS transition of kids. I am also happy that Springville is not being asked to bear with unnecessary commute to Five Oaks and 
this very much meets the JC objectives of Proximity. I am also happy to see that Findley is being kept together. As highlighted in AC report, moving Summa out 
of Stoller into Timberland would keep the Stoller numbers within the objectives. Thanks for all your efforts.

02/21/2020 12:00 PM Sach hsachin@gmail.com

On Optional Summa Program - Floating SUMMA:If SUMMA is a neighborhood program, why is the SUMMA not offered in all middle schools?Whitford MS 
hosts SUMMA program and does not host neighborhood kids. Regular education should take precedence over floating SUMMA program.What if the kids don't 
qualify for SUMMA, Would BSD keep the Stroller school empty and still send Springville to Five Oaks?Thank you for your time reading my comment. Have a 
good day!
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02/21/2020 12:24 PM Sach hsachin@gmail.com Springville K-8

Inaccurate data set:Based on the data provided by BSD for Springville School. SPV  would see almost 50% increase in growth through 2025. SPV goes 389 Kids 
in 2020 to 543 in 2025 (~50% increase). This is totally INACCURATE data as there is no room to build more than few homes and grade level data does not add 
up based on permits. I have requested the data calculation formula through public records.I really hope there is an human error or TYPO in projection as there 
is not place to build up new homes in SPV school zone. I would request BSD to look again and fix this growth data for 2025.We are not just talking about $$$ 
but also kids life based on this projected data.Never to late to correct this projection data for Springville ES. FYI: We understand SATA growth and rest of the 
schools projected data.

02/21/2020 10:43 PM Sach hsachin@gmail.com Springville K-8
Thank you committee for looking out to the voiceless kids and parents. We trusted your instincts and you did the right thing. As a community we very much 
appreciate your sacrifice.

02/21/2020 11:39 AM sagar sag91765@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members Springville is fighting for kids safety and long commute and separation from its neighborhood ,separation from its natural 
geographical boundary unlike a neighborhood which is distributing flyers in their neighborhood to let  them know that, if SUMMA leaves Stoller their house 
prices going to fall :) .   One community is fighting for kids well being where as another community fighting for their house prices. I could not believe? What 
world we are living in? Thank you

02/21/2020 9:45 AM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE IS ALWAYS A PART OF NORTHERN COMMUNITY. The kids from Springville should have Stoller as their middle school. We just have one middle 
school in our community proximity.I have seen comments from some communities that if a lockout or lockdown comes they can just walk to Stoller and 
protect their kids. What about kids from Springville? We have to travel through the busiest roads all over to FO to ensure our kids are safe?? Is this what 
equity is about? Thinking of only one community[?]s kids? Is this the attitude that we should be passing to our future kids? Please BSD, keep THE MIDDLE 
SCHOOL OF ENTIRE SPRINGVILLE IN STOLLER.

02/21/2020 9:54 AM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

JW parents are only concerned about their home price. They are distributing fliers letting their fellow community members know how home prices are linked 
to Summa program in Stoller. This is so laughable at the same shows the mean spirit nature. If you see the long line of cars dropping kids at Stoller, you will 
know that the walkability is just a sham. They just want to keep Summa for their 80 kids so that can boast about their home prices. They don't care at all that 
the 500 kids from Springville will have to cross the most deadly intersection of the county twice each day.PLEASE KEEP SPRINGVILLE IN STOLLER. DO THE 
RIGHT THING.

02/21/2020 9:56 AM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Thank you BSD for placing the option program SUMMA to Timberland. Springville is in the far north side. I am surprised to hear that the FO commute will just 
take extra 5 mins over from when being bussed to Stoller. I have many friends kids who go to Westview High school and it takes 18 mins by school bus and for 
the busses to go to FO that too through the heavy traffic at 185th, it will just take 20 mins? Are we going in rockets? Springville has even more rights to go to 
just the one nearest neighborhood middle school Stoller.

02/21/2020 9:56 AM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUMMA IS AN OPTIONAL PROGRAM: Please do not punish the regular schoolers over the Option Program Kids. Springville MS kids should not be bused all the 
way for no fault of theirs. Springville, is well established in North Bethany, with a slow growth rate (80 kids in 5 yrs), uprooting it and moving it to Five Oaks 
only rewards the builders who are on a building spree in the Sato area. You will be booting real children in our community to keep empty homes lots and 
homes zoned to Stoller.PLEASE do not uproot all or portions of Springville from its North Bethany community.

02/21/2020 9:57 AM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Thanks again for the work of the volunteers on the committee and BSD staff during this boundary process. Springville families appreciate the comments from 
a few committee members during the February 13th meeting that seem to understand the need to keep communities together, specifically keeping 
Springville students at Stoller which is the closest middle school in their North Bethany neighborhood. Some committee members voiced their opinion that we 
should make the simplest, most straightforward changes in order to cause the least disruption, which would be moving all Summa students and all Findley 
students to Timberland making room for all of Sato, Springville, and Jacob Wismer students at Stoller. These moves would keep transportation costs lower 
than the alternatives, cause less elementary school splits, and ensure neighborhood students go to their closest middle school.

02/21/2020 1:11 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DISTANCE, NOT COMMUTE TIME: It is clear we will not agree on the commute time for Springville to Five Oaks. The district conducted a trial run on the 
commute to Five Oaks that gives only a snapshot of what Springville[?]s commute time MIGHT be. Their snapshot is by no means all-inclusive or paramount 
to the daily experience of those of us who actually live and commute here. Regardless, what everyone doesn[?]t want to address when they say [?]it[?]s just 
5-10 minutes more[?] is the fact that the DISTANCE COMPLETELY DESTROYS THE NORTH BETHANY COMMUNITY. Regardless of how long it takes to get to 
Five Oaks, it is still TWO AND A HALF TIMES FARTHER from Springville than we are from Stoller. Springville to Five Oaks is still the FARTHEST DISTANCE TO 
MIDDLE SCHOOL for an assigned general education population. Five Oaks is still ENTIRELY OUTSIDE OUR CHILDREN[?]S COMMUNITY and their middle school 
peers will be COMPLETELY INACCESSIBLE to them outside of school hours (unlike it is for every other student who attends their neighborhood middle school 
with their contiguous neighbors and can walk/ride bikes to congregate). Please stop negating the concerns of the Springville community by harping on how 
much longer YOU[?]RE willing to subject OUR children to sit on the bus. The fact remains that the distance between us and Five Oaks will create a MASSIVE 
DIVIDE between our children and their community and middle school peers. The fact remains that the distance between us and Five Oaks requires MORE 
THAN DOUBLING the number of hazardous intersections our children must travel through. The fact remains that the distance between us and Five Oaks is the 
GREATEST DISTANCE between any neighborhood north of 26 and Five Oaks (there are NINE other schools north of the highway that are closer to Five Oaks 
than Springville). The fact remains that options exist to prevent any majority population of students from having to travel as far as Springville to Five Oaks, so 
why should we not expect an EQUITABLE DISTANCE TO SCHOOL for our children.

02/21/2020 1:25 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

I attended the meeting last Thursday and I echo what several of the committee members stated regarding Summa. SUMMA IS AN OPTIONAL PROGRAM and 
should be moved to Timberland. According to a friend with a child in Summa, children have to be invited to attend and 100 percent of people invited take it. 
Many of them do not have it in their home school either. The risk of people not taking it over a few miles is quite miniscule. I can[?]t imagine a family 
choosing to opt out of this invite over a few miles. Should the children of Springville have to ride a bus 2.5x the current distance, be uprooted from their 
community, live in the Springville island and have almost none of their friends within walking/bike distance so that someone else[?]s child in an OPTIONAL 
program does not? Please prioritize regular neighborhood middle school programs over optional programs. Do not uproot an entire neighborhood, Springville, 
from its North Bethany community, over approximately 86 walkable Summa from Jacob Wismer. The needs of many outweigh the needs of a few. I wish the 
county and the school district had worked together regarding permitting and growth planning and infrastructure and not spent $61M building a middle school 
in the wrong spot. But that is not something the Springville children should be asked to correct. Our community should not be the sacrificial lamb, especially 
when Summa is an optional program. We are asking for proximity, not walkability. We are asking to be kept in our North Bethany community, and not asking 
for walkability to optional programs. All we ask for is a neighborhood middle school we go to with other North Bethany communities.Thank you for your 
consideration.
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02/21/2020 1:27 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Committee Members and BSD,I would urge you guys to keep Springville in North Bethany as the real impact of this process will be on little kids who 
have no voice. Since Stoller is only available school in their proximity please keep them in the school where they can get safely and in timely fashion without 
worrying about variables like commute time and road conditions / traffic variability which would always grow over longer distances. Also please do not split 
springville within itself and/or from its community and keep it with its NORTH BETHANY neighbors. Kids should not be penalized for bad planning from adults 
by removing K-8 option in Springville, not building a new school where it is needed and by not creating space for them in the next obvious choice which is 
Stoller

02/21/2020 1:29 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PLEASE DO NOT PRIORITIZE EMPTY LOTS AND HOMES OVER ACTUAL CHILDREN: It is unethical to take a local community, Springville, which is well 
established in North Bethany, with a slow growth rate (80 kids in 5 yrs) and uproot the children by moving them 2.5x further to Five Oaks. The projected 
growth is Sato area. This action would only benefit the developers who have given zero thought to required infrastructure in the area. You will be booting real 
children with immediate Impact in our community to keep empty homes lots and homes zoned to Stoller. You would be prioritizing projected children over 
real children who WILL be impacted. PLEASE do not uproot all or portions of Springville from its North Bethany community.

02/21/2020 3:40 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville and Sato are the northern most communities in north bethany. The only proximal middle school to Springville is Stoller. Why is Five oaks even a 
point of discussion when there are literally 9 other elementary schools closer to 5 oaks than Springville.KEEP OUR COMMUNITY TOGETHER IN NORTH 
BETHANY and prioritize kids over money/buses/SummaSpringville is an integral part of north bethany since it's inception and sending them away from their 
friends from Sato, JW is a bad idea. Keep Springville close to home.

02/21/2020 3:51 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

MS FEEDER PATTERN: Please do not create unusual geographic splits to address the Jacob Wismer to Sunset feeder pattern. The fix for that ought to be to 
send all of JW to either Sunset or Westview. As per current maps that send Findley and Summa to Timberland, over 220 JW students from Stoller will go to 
Sunset even after you deduct summa. If all of JW is zoned to Sunset, that will be over 300 kids (approx 28 percent of Stoller). Do not let a questionable high 
school boundary force you to draw a questionable middle school boundary.

02/21/2020 3:53 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

It is not coincidence that Springville is also asking Equitable Commute which must be part of &#34;Equitable Learning Environment&#34; which BSD itself is 
seeking in accepting any Solution.We are actually helping BSD by saying Map C is not Equitable and hence must not be accepted for &#34;Equitable Learning 
Environment&#34; as mentioned/expected by them

02/21/2020 3:54 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

PROVIDE AN EQUITABLE LEARNING EXPERIENCE:Splitting and ejecting all or part of Springville from its North Bethany community, isolating the children and 
sending them all the way down to Five Oaks does not provide an EQUITABLE LEARNING EXPERIENCE which is one of the goals of this boundary exercise. 
Please do not allow anyone to use 2025 numbers as an excuse to snatch Springville children away from the neighborhood learning experience or split them 
from their best friends in the neighborhood (This is my daughter's biggest worry in the whole thing). You would be sending the furthest northern 
neighborhood to Five Oaks. There are LITERALLY 9 other elementary schools closer to Five Oaks than Springville. Doing all this for empty lots and unbuilt areas 
far north based on projections only helps builders and significiantly hurts children who are already well settled in this close knit community.

02/21/2020 4:11 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

WE SUPPORT MAP A2.0. IT REDUCES LOAD ON STOLLER AND DECREASES TRANSPORTATION COSTS. The objective was get Stoller to 90% capacity in 2021 
and provide enough students for Timberland to have acomprehensive middle school program. This can be achieved by having Springville, Sato and Jacob 
Wismer feed Stoller and move the entire SUMMA program and Findley to Timberland. ALSO TRANSPORATION COSTS WILL DRASTICALLY reduce if Springville 
feeds to Stoller rather than moving them a very huge distance to Five Oaks.

02/21/2020 4:13 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

KEEP ALL OF SPRINGVILLE IN STOLLER: Move Findley to Timberland and let them have a Summa program there. Keep communities together. Get Springville 
to 90% permanent capacity in 2021, a committee objective. Sato, JW, and Springville stay together in Stoller and the Summa program is relocated. Easy 
enough to do, and fair to all.

02/21/2020 4:15 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Yes for map A 2.0. Good decision to move Summa to Timberland. Give Priority to neighborhood kids over option program.The plan to move Summa to 
Timberland was from 2014. This is from the 2014 overcrowded solution, Gradual relocation of Summa to new campus will have minimal transportation 
impact (3.5 miles).The committee should have focused on it from the start. Moving Springville kids from the extreme Northern edge to a Southern School is 
not a solution. As stated in Map 2.0 moving Summa to Timberland will alleviate Stoller overcrowding and will fill Timberland to a desired capacity

02/21/2020 6:08 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Committee Members and BSD,I just saw the working map for the February 25 meeting. I am glad that you have finally heard our concerns wth a working 
map that keeps communities together.This map shows Stoller overcrowding reduced and Timberland filled. It clearly shows that Summa needs to be moved 
to a school that has space, in this case, Timberland. This will fill the new 61 million dollar school, which is one of the main reasons we are re-adjusting 
boundaries in the first place. Findley will also be also kept ALL together as a community in a school that is still within proximity in their neighborhood.Regular 
middle schoolers must be prioritized over OPTIONS programs. 86 JW Summa kids (23% of JW) who chose to be in SUMMA can't be prioritized over 100% of 
Springville Elementary School kids. The Summa program demographic also changes and will not be forever just at the Stoller walkable zone or exclusively fed 
by JW students.PLEASE PRIORITIZE REGULAR CURRICULUM OVER OPTIONAL PROGRAM.

02/21/2020 6:15 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Committee Members,Thanks for coming to a solution that makes sense. The capacity numbers illustrate that each of the middle schools could be 
reasonably enrolled in SY 2021-22. However, there remains an over enrollment at Meadow Park, Stoller, and Whitford at which SUMMA programs are 
located. The Stoller MS enrollment for SY 2021-22 does not meet the Board Objective of approximately 90% permanent capacity with the SUMMA program at 
the school. SUMMA NEED TO MOVE OUT OF STOLLER AND MOVED TO TIMBERLAND. As for the 2025 numbers, do keep in mind that these are merely 
projections and estimates. Do not sacrifice our children's well-being and community relationships over &#34;what ifs&#34; and empty lots. Springville is 
already built out and established community with no new developments. Do remember that BSD also tend to overproject enrollment rates, as evidenced by 
the recent over projection that caused the budget deficit. At the meeting with Sparks as Springville, he mentioned that if portables are necessary, they can 
still use it IF the enrollment is indeed as per projection. He also said that it is up to the Teaching and Learning department if they can accomodate one or two 
extra students per class (if needed). In any case, portables can still be used (IF ITS EVEN NEEDED) and it will be greatly reduced than what Stoller has been 
using these past years. While it is important to look ahead so we won't be back in this situation in the future, it might not even be accurate. PSU has 
conducted studies that show the growth rate in our area to be less than what BSD has alluded in their projections.

02/21/2020 6:53 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
I would like to thank BSD and the committee members for coming up with a sensible working map. Thanks for listening to Springville concerns. To meet the 
board objective, Summa needs to be moved out of Stoller and possibly moved to Timberland. KEEP SPRINGVILLE IN STOLLER.
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02/21/2020 10:23 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I would like to deeply thank the committee for hearing our voices from Springville and being our voice. The Feb 25th maps won't make every single person 
happy, but in balance looks like the right direction assuming we move Summa to Timberland. Findley loses walkability but goes to a nearby school that is 
spectacular and being the largest contributor of kids to Summa, it also hosts a Summa program. Springville and Sato lose summa at their home school but get 
to stay in their North Bethany community undivided. Rock Creek gets a longer commute but also get to go to middle school with their Bethany neighbors. 
Jacob Wismer loses walkable Summa but over 300 JW kids still get to walk to their middle school. Summa needs move out of Stoller to meet the board 
objective and move to Timberland.

02/21/2020 10:25 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

The working map for the February 25 meeting looks excellent.  It mirrors what we have been asking for from the very beginning - communities kept together.  
This map shows Timberland filled (as Summa needs to be in a school that has enough space); reduced congestion in Stoller; Findley kept intact.We commend 
the positive and well-thought of response to what communities need. Thank you.

02/21/2020 10:30 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK BSD AND THE COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR BEING OUR VOICE. Please support this map as it provides EQUITY TO almost ALL THE 
COMMUNITIES.

02/21/2020 5:27 PM Sarah Gradis Sarah.e.gradis@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Send OAK HILLS EAST TO TIMBERLAND with the rest of the Sunset bound kids. END THE ISOLATION. This is a very small group—approx 13-25 per year. There 
are plenty of seats in Timberland. This is a cost neutral change. All of Oak Hills supports the split in order to keep our kids with others bound for the same high 
schools.It improves the feeder patterns.Oak Hills East was split off at the last minute with the high school boundary changes 3 years ago. They have been 
isolated. The kids entering Sunset knowing only a few kids are STRUGGLING. Their educational experience includes sitting alone for lunch, having no one to 
study with or who can support them as they enter high school meanwhile the majority of other freshman enter together from middle school. THIS IS 
UNACCEPTABLE. You can fix this now. At no cost.

02/21/2020 1:36 PM Satokowatt satoko.watt@gmail.com Springville K-8

Jacob Wismer &#43; Sato &#43; Springville w/o Summa is 88% permanent capacity in 2021. Objective met. If BSD allow portables currently at Stoller in 2025, 
objective met.  BSD spent 150K  to just transporting the portables. Are you really trying to remove portables? Only Stoller? It is strange...If portables are at 
Stoller, we should use them. BSD should allow portables by the time Stoller's population decline after 2025. Stoller is only middle school where is reasonable 
distance for SPV. It will about 18 min from SPV to West High school now. How can we get to FO with only 22 min? The bus test was taken place with late 
time. Arrival time 9:07 is not real. The students can not make it class on time. Also the traffic of around of Springville K-8 has not been considered.   SPV to FO 
is not reasonable distance and commute at all.

02/21/2020 7:58 PM SD ANAND.SDA.2000@GMAIL.COM Springville K-8

I want to commend the committee for their hard work and coming up with a realistic map that keeps all the children together. While there are a number of 
passionate opinions from many sides, I am glad that the committee has listened to our input and provided a solution that is both common-sense and 
reasonable for the kids. This map definitely reduces unnecessary commute time along busy roads but more importantly keeps our communities together. At 
the middle school age, keeping the kids together is critical for their emotional well being. Given that Findlay produces most SUMMA students, moving the 
SUMMA to Timberland would be a logical step. If any, moving SUMMA to Timberland would be a workable solution to decrease the  numbers at Stoller as 
well.

02/21/2020 2:38 PM Shah Cashah@yahoo.com Sato Elem

The proposal to swap JW and Findley communities seems a lot of work to accomplish very little.  These are two areas that currently walk to Stoller.   
What[?]s the point to swap them?    We will still be putting in buses students that can walk to Stoller.   I expect more seriousness out of committee member 
proposals.  This proposal indicates that Findley should stay in Stoller,  why is this so hard to accept by some committee members!!  What[?]s their agenda!?

02/21/2020 7:20 PM Shalini Gupta Docshalinigupta@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem
Putting Springville in Stoller is not solving any problems here. We will be talking again and having this fight 3-5 years down the road. Its a growing 
community. Why are we not able to make a sustainable decision?

02/21/2020 9:12 PM Shanthi sant3095@gmail.com Springville K-8

FEB25 WORKING MAPS ARE GREAT PLACE TO STARTWorking maps for FEB25 are a great place to be for all communities except JW summa who wants to 
walk to their school. I appreciate the Committee's thinking in last meeting to move Summa out of Stoller. Please continue to work on these maps and refining 
them without major changes.

02/21/2020 11:14 AM shanthi s sant3095@gmail.com Springville K-8

SUMMA is a option program not a neighborhood programIn the last Middle school boundary meeting it was said by one of the AC members that Summa is a 
neighborhood program. IT IS NOT. Summa is an option program, if it is a neighborhood program, then every middle school in the district should house it.          
I don't understand how Stoller would take 17 minutes where the commute distance is only 2.8 miles and Five oaks which is 4.5 -5 miles from the community 
only takes 5 minutes extra.CAN YOU GUYS DO SOME MATH HERE, I am looking at you all SUMMA PARENTS.....Why are Summa parents not wanting to step 
on bus when they have no second thought sending other schools kids double the distance .

02/21/2020 3:16 PM shanthi s sant3095@gmail.com Springville K-8

Are Summa kids so privileged that they are not supposed to step on a bus ?I see so many comments from JW and Findley that they made Stoller great!!! 
What kind of freaky thoughts are these ? No school kids/option program parents hold right to a school. This is a government school and we all are paying 
taxes not just JW/Findley/umma parents. The thinking of these parents that they made stoller great and that their kids are more privileged than others makes 
me feel sick.

02/21/2020 9:27 PM shanthi s sant3095@gmail.com Springville K-8

STOLLER 2025 PROJECTIONSPSU study historically proves to be right about projections. Remember BSD overestimated last year and had to adjust budget ?? 
Keeping this in mind I want to bring up 2025 projections by PSU for Stoller.With current boundary in place, Stoller current enrollment is at 1560 including 
Summa while PSU projection was at 1582.  Coming to 2025 projections, they predict1687 including Summa. With current working maps that takes out Summa 
and Rock creek from Stoller, Stoller would be around 100% total capacity by 2025 .

02/21/2020 11:31 AM Sharon Zell sharonzell@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Rock Creek is disproportionately negatively affected by this boundary adjustment. Not only have we lost our place at Stoller, but we have been shoved into 
whatever school has room after fitting in bigger schools with very little concern for our kids well-being. I am especially concerned for our current fifth graders, 
who will start school at Stoller, then be forced to leave their new friends and go to a new school. Springville kids will not have to move to a new school. Sato 
kids will not have to move to a new school. JW kids will not have to move to a new school. Findley kids will—but they will go to a new school with other kids 
who are going to be new to that school as well. Of current Stoller feeding kids, only Rock Creek students will have to move to an already established school in 
the middle of their MS career. I urge the committee to consider legacy status for this small group of Rock Creek students, as they are being asked to bear the 
brunt of the negative impacts of this boundary adjustment.

02/21/2020 11:23 AM Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Springville Community is in North Bethany. Stoller is our neighborhood school. There are NINE other schools north of the highway that are closer to Five Oaks 
than Springville. #Springville Kids Matter#Do not rip our kids from the community

02/21/2020 11:30 AM Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

# Distance MattersFrom my home to Five Oaks the distance is 5.3 miles. Regardless of how long it takes to get to Five Oaks, it is still TWO AND A HALF 
TIMES FARTHER from Springville than we are from Stoller. The fact remains that options exist to prevent any majority population of students from having to 
travel as far as Springville to Five Oaks, so why should we not expect an EQUITABLE DISTANCE TO SCHOOL for our children.

02/21/2020 11:45 AM Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Summa is an option program. Summa eligible kids have the choice to attend Summa program or neighborhood school. Parents have the choice to send or Not 
send their kid to Summa Program. Regular kids in Springville can only attend their neighborhood middle school Stoller.
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02/21/2020 4:05 PM Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

#RELIEVE WESTVIEWJW sunset feeding portion can be moved to Findley. So they have clean feeder pattern from Findley to  Timberland to Sunset. JW 
Westview portion can feed to Stoller and Westview. This is an easy solution to solve the split feeder issues of JW. Also it will relieve overcrowding at 
Westview.

02/21/2020 4:38 PM Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PLEASE DO NOT RIP APART KIDS FROM THE COMMUNITY.We have heard from nearly every parents testimony and from comments to BSD that communities 
must remain intact. Unfortunately many of these people are insisting that Springville be separated from their North Bethany community and sent to Five 
Oaks. Our children will be ripped out from our community, if we are sent to FO.

02/21/2020 6:12 PM Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Dear Committee Members,Thanks for keeping Springville kids in their community. Thanks for not ripping them away. Thanks for listening to us. Thanks Again

02/21/2020 7:18 PM sheetal sheetalN@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Hello Advisory Committee, ***Keep the communities together DON't SPLIT***Maps released for Feb 25 discussion are well balanced except that SUMMA has 
to still move to Timberland. and Mr Sparks mentioned that Portables are considered mostly as they are very expensive to move and re-utilize, Please give 
priority to Regular School over SUMMA. this is also keeping all the communities together no splits, Timberland is utilized at % in 2021 and 2025, I still feel like 
20205 is too far to fulfil and as we have portables and moving Summa to Timberland, we can house entire Springville to Stroller.

02/21/2020 3:26 PM Shravani Nerella Shravaninerella90@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

SPRINGVILLE IS ALWAYS A PART OF NORTHERN COMMUNITY. The kids from Springville should have Stoller as their middle school. We just have one middle school in our community proximity.I have seen 
comments from some communities that if a lockout or lockdown comes they can just walk to Stoller and protect their kids. What about kids from Springville? We have to travel through the busiest roads all over to 
FO to ensure our kids are safe?? Is this what equity is about? Thinking of only one community[?]s kids? Is this the attitude that we should be passing to our future kids? Please BSD, keep THE MIDDLE SCHOOL OF 
ENTIRE SPRINGVILLE IN STOLLER. Thank you BSD for placing the option program SUMMA to Timberland. Springville is in the far north side. I am surprised to hear that the FO commute will just take extra 5 mins over 
from when being bussed to Stoller. I have many friends kids who go to Westview High school and it takes 18 mins by school bus and for the busses to go to FO that too through the heavy traffic at 185th, it will 
just take 20 mins? Are we going in rockets? Springville has even more rights to go to just the one nearest neighborhood middle school Stoller. And Springville kids should not suffer the longest commute. We 
should be kept with our northern community, SATO . Rockcreek, Bethany and maybe half of oak hills should be together. SUMMA IS AN OPTIONAL PROGRAM: Please do not punish the regular schoolers over the 
Option Program Kids. Springville MS kids should not be bused all the way for no fault of theirs. Springville, is well established in North Bethany, with a slow growth rate (80 kids in 5 yrs), uprooting it and moving it 
to Five Oaks only rewards the builders who are on a building spree in the Sato area. You will be booting real children in our community to keep empty homes lots and homes zoned to Stoller.PLEASE do not uproot 
all or portions of Springville from its North Bethany community. Thanks again for the work of the volunteers on the committee and BSD staff during this boundary process. Springville families appreciate the 
comments from a few committee members during the February 13th meeting that seem to understand the need to keep communities together, specifically keeping Springville students at Stoller which is the closest 
middle school in their North Bethany neighborhood. Some committee members voiced their opinion that we should make the simplest, most straightforward changes in order to cause the least disruption, which 
would be moving all Summa students and all Findley students to Timberland making room for all of Sato, Springville, and Jacob Wismer students at Stoller. These moves would keep transportation costs lower than 
the alternatives, cause less elementary school splits, and ensure neighborhood students go to their closest middle school. Respected AC members. Just for 80 summa kids please don[?]t throw 400 kids on the 
bus 2.5x more then now . My kids are attending middle school right now . It hardly 10-15 minutes ride . They leave at 8:48 and reach by 9:00 at Stoller Middle School. If you send them to five oak it[?]s two times 
more . I drive that route almost everyday . It[?]s very busy and I can[?]t believe what transportation data shown . I know it will take 30 minutes at least . We are most north Bethany community. Please don[?]t spilt 
us . Almost half of summa population come from Findlay. I think it very reasonable to send them together at timberland middle school . Thanks for your time and effort. I attended the meeting last Thursday and I 
echo what several of the committee members stated regarding Summa. SUMMA IS AN OPTIONAL PROGRAM and should be moved to Timberland. According to a friend with a child in Summa, children have to be 
invited to attend and 100 percent of people invited take it. Many of them do not have it in their home school either. The risk of people not taking it over a few miles is quite miniscule. I can[?]t imagine a family 
choosing to opt out of this invite over a few miles. Should the children of Springville have to ride a bus 2.5x the current distance, be uprooted from their community, live in the Springville island and have almost 
none of their friends within walking/bike distance so that someone else[?]s child in an OPTIONAL program does not? Please prioritize regular neighborhood middle school programs over optional programs. Do 
not uproot an entire neighborhood, Springville, from its North Bethany community, over approximately 86 walkable Summa from Jacob Wismer. The needs of many outweigh the needs of a few. I wish the county 
and the school district had worked together regarding permitting and growth planning and infrastructure and not spent $61M building a middle school in the wrong spot. But that is not something the Springville 
children should be asked to correct. Our community should not be the sacrificial lamb, especially when Summa is an optional program. We are asking for proximity, not walkability. We are asking to be kept in our 
North Bethany community, and not asking for walkability to optional programs. All we ask for is a neighborhood middle school we go to with other North Bethany communities.Thank you for your 
consideration.Dear Committee Members and BSD,I would urge you guys to keep Springville in North Bethany as the real impact of this process will be on little kids who have no voice. Since Stoller is only available 
school in their proximity please keep them in the school where they can get safely and in timely fashion without worrying about variables like commute time and road conditions / traffic variability which would 
always grow over longer distances. Also please do not split springville within itself and/or from its community and keep it with its NORTH BETHANY neighbors. Kids should not be penalized for bad planning from 
adults by removing K-8 option in Springville, not building a new school where it is needed and by not creating space for them in the next obvious choice which is Stoller.PLEASE DO NOT PRIORITIZE EMPTY LOTS 
AND HOMES OVER ACTUAL CHILDREN: It is unethical to take a local community, Springville, which is well established in North Bethany, with a slow growth rate (80 kids in 5 yrs) and uproot the children by moving 
them 2.5x further to Five Oaks. The projected growth is Sato area. This action would only benefit the developers who have given zero thought to required infrastructure in the area. You will be booting real children 
with immediate Impact in our community to keep empty homes lots and homes zoned to Stoller. You would be prioritizing projected children over real children who WILL be impacted. PLEASE do not uproot all or 
portions of Springville from its North Bethany community.

02/21/2020 8:42 AM shree sangsen01@hotmail.com Meadow Park MS Westview
Please correct the small amount of students going to Sunset from Oak Hills. The situation is very difficult, as these kids have verysmall amount of familiar 
faces at Sunset. Put us in a MS where there are many other Sunset kids. Timberland will be a greatoption. Thanks!

02/21/2020 8:41 AM sidhua sidhu.arun@comcast.net Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville Bus data  incorrectA) IN SOME OF THE ROUTES, THE BUS DOESN'T START AT THE EXACT LOCATION AS INDICATEDIN THE MAPB) IS SOME BUS 
VIDEOS THE BUS MAKES ONLY ONE STOP THAT TOO FOR 30 secs. HOW IS THATCORRECT. With atleast 12-20  STUDENTS IN A STOP, IT WILL TAKE MORE 
TIME THAN THAT.C) THERE ARE 14 TRAFFIC SIGNALS LEADING FROM SPRINGVILLE TO FIVE OAKS. WE CAN'TEXPECT THE TRAFFIC TO GIVE A PASS THRU ALL 
THE TIME.D) THERE ARE LOT OF PARNTS TAKING TEH 185TH ROUTE FOR WORK AND IT CONCIDES WITH THE BSU TIMINGS.SO THERE WILL LOT OF 
ADDITIONAL TRAFFIC ALONG THAT ROUTE.C) WHEN PROJECT TO WIDEN NW West Union RD BEGINS MOST OF THE CARS WOULD TAKE 185TH AND 
US26THERE ARE MORE THAN  14 ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS WHICH ARE CLOSER TO FIVE OAKS THANSPRINGVILLE.I find it very strange and UNLAWFUL to 
expect Springville to travelsuch a huge distance, hop around 14 TRAFFIC SIGNAL STOPS, have leadtime for bus stop pick ups, spend time on 185th road which 
is designatedas the highest prone accident route in WashingtoN county.Even Findley and Jacob Wismer are closer to Five Oaks via Kaiser Road andthey don't 
have to travel thru 185th.

02/21/2020 8:48 AM SIDHUA siddharth.arun11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

BRING ON MAP ALe us not lose sight of the top two objectives. Fill Timberland and Reduce Stoller.While reducing stoller, please don't punish Springville, 
which has only one middle school under4 miles.Jacob wismer has  two options Stoller and Five oaks under 4 miles.Findley has five options under 4 miles 
Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks, Cedar park and Meadow park.Terra Linda has 4 options under 2.5 miles. Stoller, Timberland, Five oaks, Meadow park.Here is 
the distrance of various elementary schools to Five Oaks.Springville is at THE BOTTOM WITH THE HIGHEST DISTANCE.THERE ARE MORE THAN 14 
ELEMANTARY SCHOOLS WHICH ARE CLOSER TOFIVE OAKS THAN SPRINGVILLE.miles------------------------------------------------Elmonica Elemto Five 
Oaks1.1McKinley Elem to Five Oaks1.3Beaver Acres Elem to Five Oaks1.9Oak Hills Elem to Five Oaks2.0Rock Creek Elem to Five Oaks2.1Terra Linda Elem to 
Five Oaks2.4Bethany Elem to Five Oaks        2.4Barnes Elem to Five Oaks        2.8Aloha Huber Elem to Five Oaks3.4L.C Tobias Elem to Five Oaks3.8JACOB 
WISMER Elem to Five Oak      3.7FINDLEY Elem to Five Oaks        3.8William walker Elem to Five Oaks4.0Bonny slope Elem to Five Oaks4.2SPRINGVILLE Elem 
to Five Oaks4.3THERE ARE MORE THAN 14 ELEMANTARY SCHOOLS WHICH ARE CLOSER TOFIVE OAKS THAN SPRINGVILLE.I find it very strange and 
UNLAWFUL to expect Springville to travelsuch a huge distance, hop around 14 TRAFFIC SIGNAL STOPS, have leadtime for bus stop pick ups, spend time on 
185th road which is designatedas the highest prone accident route in Washingtom county.Even Findley and Jacob Wismer are closer to Five Oaks via Kaiser 
Road andthey don't have to travel thru 185th.

02/21/2020 7:40 PM sidhua siddharth.arun11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We support MAP A for Feb25Thank you committee for considering Springville, keeping them together and avoidtravelling such a huge distance to Five 
oaks.The map shows reducing Stoller overload and filling up Timberland. In addition theentire SUMMA  shoudl eb moved to Timberland. SUMMA is just an 
optional program so it shouldnot be given preference over regular programs. Also the estimates for 2025 at Stoller doesnt look correct. There is no new 
growth in Springville now. Also a house with 3-4 bedrooms doesnt mean it has 3-4 kids. There are many houses in Springville with only one kid. Please don't 
sacrifice our children's well-being over what-ifs and empty lots.The 2025 numbers are merely projections. and don't get anywhere close to total  capacity 
andcan be managed.
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02/21/2020 10:40 AM Sireesha Akula siriakula@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD committee,  Thank you for patiently reading our comments. Two points I am concerned about.1. Splitting a small stable school 4 ways. JW is already 
split school for HS, Splitting it again between Summa and Non-Summa is going to cause emotional distress to the kids who have established friendships, who 
walk to the school today. #PreserveWalkability, #SUMMA@Stoller4HSFeeder2. I strongly believe SPV&#43;Sato together in any middle school will overcrowd 
the school. The data is presented in the from of projected students in the neighborhoods as well as looking at northwest neighborhoods on the drives,which 
clearly are still expanding massively. I see new foundations starting in these neighborhoods that wasn't even accounted in projected numbers.. 
#SPV&#43;SATO&#61;STOLLEROVERCROWDEDPlease donot underestimate the facts that we can see. Choose a long term solution that prevents all of us 
from coming back to a boundary adjustment again with in 3-5 years. Thanks a bunch for all your efforts.

02/21/2020 11:11 AM Sireesha Akula siriakula@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD Committee,     I would like to understand if there is a possibility to make a decision or a rule about school zones..When shopping for homes, for 
most of the families with kids buying a home with certain school ratings is on the top of their criterion. As we all know this is also a way how builders set 
premium price to such neighborhoods. But unfortunately if any particular area expands to an extent that starts overcrowding neighborhood schools, it is only 
fair to ask the new neighborhoods to go to newer schools. Can the School district make a rule and get the county voting that states, Once the neighborhood 
schools reach to 90% of the permanent capacity, the enrollment of the kids from newer neighborhoods cannot be guaranteed. Setting such an expectation 
clearly by BSD will give a choice for buyers ahead and discourage builders selling at premium costs based on school ratings. I am all for filling in the schools 
from kids in the neighborhoods to the extent they can fit in, but not at the expense of adding costs, safety and security of kids or loosing friendships and 
feeder patterns. You are hearing this from a resident who chose to buy an old house just to be in the backyard and front yard of JW and Stoller middle schools 
respectively and went through painful remodeling, paying double mortgages for months. Yet today, I am writing this comment asking to preserve walkability 
and to keep JW together :-(  Splitting Summa and non-summa will further split JW and crush the friendships of my kids and further declines the ratio of 
friends she will know in Sunset . Please keep JW together in Stoller and find a sustaining solution for Stoller over crowding.#SUMMA@Stoller4HSFeeder, # 
FreiendsAndFeeders4AIIJW, #PreserveWalkability, #Yes2MapC

02/21/2020 11:20 AM Sireesha Akula siriakula@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD Committee,     I would like to understand if there is a possibility to make a rule about school zones..When shopping for homes, for most of the 
families with kids buying a home with certain school ratings is on the top of their criterion. As we all know this is also a way how builders set premium price 
to such neighborhoods. But unfortunately if any particular area expands to an extent that starts overcrowding neighborhood schools, it is only fair to ask the 
new neighborhoods to go to newer schools. Can the School district make a rule and get the county voting that states, &#34;Once the neighborhood schools 
reach to 90% of the permanent capacity, the enrollment of the kids from newer neighborhoods cannot be guaranteed&#34;. Setting such an expectation 
clearly by BSD will give a choice for buyers ahead and discourage builders selling at premium costs based on school ratings. I am all for filling in the schools 
from kids in the neighborhoods to the extent they can fit in, but not at the expense of adding costs, hurting safety and security of kids or loosing friendships 
and feeder patterns. You are hearing this from a resident who chose to buy an old house just to be in the backyard and front yard of JW and Stoller middle 
schools respectively and went through painful remodeling, paying double mortgages for months. Yet today, I am writing this comment asking to preserve 
walkability and to keep JW together :-(  Splitting Summa and non-summa will further split JW and crush the friendships of my kids and further declines the 
ratio of friends they will know in Sunset . Please keep JW together in Stoller and find a sustaining solution for Stoller over 
crowding.#SUMMA@Stoller4HSFeeder, # FreiendsAndFeeders4AIIJW, #PreserveWalkability, #Yes2MapC

02/21/2020 1:04 PM SM Shipanmis@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members,Thanks for all your work! Please do not let this hard work go to waste. Do not let Stoller remain overcrowded by sending SPV and 
Sato together in Stoller. Keep Summa program (which is not an option program) in Stoller. Our JW kids who are going in Summa are from the walking 
neighborhoods. Do not put them in buses to go to TL. 
Thanks!FriendsAndFeeders4AIIJWKeepJWTogetherDontSplitJWSUMMASUMMA@Stoller4HSFeederSUMMA-
ProgramNotOptionPreserveWalkabilityYes2MapCSPV&#43;SATO&#61;STOLLEROVERCROWDED

02/21/2020 2:21 PM SM Misrashikha@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members,My son is going to Summa from JW. Please let Summa kids go to Stoller with their friends. Our HS is Westview, so we are the JW 
minority that goes to Westview. Almost 50% of Summa kids are JW kids. Please do not send these walkable students on a bus to TL. Moving Summa will not 
solve any overcrowding issue with SPV in Stoller. We are established neighborhoods with 20&#43; year old neighborhoods. It is completely unfair to uproot 
established neighborhoods[?] feeding pattern. Please send new neighborhoods to other schools instead of disrupting walking kids and sending them on buses. 
Thanks!FriendsAndFeeders4AIIJWKeepJWTogetherDontSplitJWSUMMASUMMA@Stoller4HSFeederSUMMA-
ProgramNotOptionPreserveWalkabilityYes2MapCSPV&#43;SATO&#61;STOLLEROVERCROWDED

02/21/2020 8:43 PM Sonia Lall Sonia1.lall@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I would like to emphasize again that having all of springville will put Stoller over 100%. Stoller will be at 125% by 2025 if Springville is allowed to feed in to 
stoller in its entirety. I feel like the committee is doing exactly what was done in 2014, when the decision was made to look at Stoller overcrowding at a 
LATER time. So, the plan, looks like, is to pass the buck for a future set of parents to be in the same situation in 3-4 years, till 15 years later when a new MS 
will finally be built in North Bethany. And by then there will be a new community that will need to be accommodated. Just like now, Sato who were not in 
consideration in 2014, have to be accommodated. Please think long term and keep Stoller fed with sustainable communities. 15 years is a long time to stay at 
120% Plus capacity.

02/21/2020 8:47 PM Sonia Lall Sonia1.lall@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
I don[?]t know if you know the inner workings of Stoller. Each teacher has over 120 kids to grade in the core classes. And imagine how many in encore!! It is 
so much work that students are asked to grade each other. Is this what the vision is for Stoller?

02/21/2020 3:10 PM Soumya Sah Soumya.sah@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

I would request the committee members to look at the long term picture and see how Stoller overcrowding can be solved in 2025 and beyond. Otherwise we 
will be back at this discussion. The only way is to not keep Sato and Springville together. They both together will fill up any middle school. By 2025 the total  
number of Sato and Springville kids in middle school will be 1100. Now that does not leave any space in Stoller for Jacob Wismer which is the closest and 
walkable elementary school for Stoller. Hence please request to keep Jacob Wismer in Stoller along with its Summa program which comprises of 45 percent 
Jacob Wismer kids. These kids are neighborhood kids and all live in walking distance. If these kids move to another school Jacob Wismer kids who move to 
high school at Sunset would not know any body but themselves. Please keep a healthy feeder pattern for our school in Stoller. And it can be done by keeping 
Summa in Stoller.

02/21/2020 9:51 PM Soumya Sah Soumya.sah@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

The new map published for Feb 25 is a step backwards rather than a step forward in the process. It does not solve the overcrowding issue at all even in 2021. 
The numbers clearly show that Springville and Sato both cannot feed to the same middle school. Not in 2021 and certainly not in 2025 and beyond. This is not 
the solution the committee set out to make. Also it highlights the problem Jacob Wismer has been talking about. About 17 percent of Jacob Wismer kids 
would feed to Sunset if Summa is kept in Stoller. If Summa moves out of Stoller, the number would be forty percent of that. Do you want only 9 percent of 
kids to feed to a high school? They will not know anyone but themselves. This is the reason why Summa should not be moved out of Stoller at any cost. It will 
lead to a highly unhealthy feeder pattern and the district would be doing injustice to Jacob Wismer school and it[?]s students.
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02/21/2020 7:23 PM Sravan gkk_uict@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Thank you committee members for listening our voices. Please feed Springville (SPV) ES to stoller MS. Please help avoid sending SPV kids to Five Oaks. BSD 
acknowledged that SPV would be geographically isolated if they were to send to Five oaks. SPV is integral part of North Bethany and don't isolate us from our 
community. Moving ahead, please don't split Springville. Springville community is not growing much and the current enrollment in SPV clears shows that. 
Please keep SPV together.

02/21/2020 5:27 PM Sridevi sridevi.gullipalli@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Neighborhoods who are asking Springville to go to FO : Why can[?]t you go?, if you have realized it or not, you guys are more close to FO than Sprinville, we 
have numbers to prove. If your argument is, [?]it is just 5 min extra on a bus[?] based on questionable travel times provided by BSD, that argument is 
applicable to you as well, you guys are not far from FO. We chose to live in North Bethany, just like how you did,  to send our kids to Bethany schools. So 
let[?]s please work together and find a win win situation rather working against each other. We compromise Summa, you compromise Summa and we all 
can go to Stoller happily. If you try to corner us just because we are the victims of this boundary change, it can be your turn in next round, so please, let[?]s not 
create this hostile environment, once this is all done, we all have to live together and see each others[?] face .....let[?]s be right examples to our kids, who are 
watching every move of ours[?].

02/21/2020 9:55 AM Srinivas annamaraju@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Please include JW summa students to Stoller considering walkability to Stoller from Arbor view JW students.

02/21/2020 6:02 PM Steve M Stephenmel8@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

SQUEAKY WHEEL GETS THE GREASE!!   Thanks for keeping Rock Creek with Bethany but all the way to Meadow Park.  This is 5.5 miles from my house 
traveling thru neighborhoods to get there.   Why couldn[?]t Springville go to Five Oaks, straight line down 185th???    Apparently, Rock Creek needs T-shirts 
and signs.

02/21/2020 11:28 PM Steve Maxfield steve.maxfield@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

I live on the west side of Bethany and fully endorse this message from our Oak Hills PTO.  You need to listen to Oak Hills Voices.  End isolation of Oak Hills 
students. Send Oak Hills (East) to Timberland with Terra Linda and Oak Hills (West) to Meadow Park with Bethany. Strengthen the middle school to high 
school feeder path for Oak Hills students. Fulfill Objective #4 (improve the alignment of attendance boundaries between all school levels). Currently, only 20 
Oak Hills students start Sunset each year in a school population of 2000 where they recognize only 1% of the student body.   The Oak Hills community agrees 
to an East/West split at middle school to ensure students continue onto a high school with a decent size peer group. End isolation of Oak Hills

02/21/2020 6:40 AM Steve Roitstein Stephanie12@comcast.net Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside
I get the whole poverty issue/concerns...trust me. But pushing Cooper Mtn to Mountain View does no good to over populate a school. South Beaverton is 
clearly not the issue on needing to change the boundaries. Clear feeder please...keep Cooper Mtn to Highland Park MS.

02/21/2020 8:55 AM Subhashini Sreeramsetty s_subhashini123@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Mountain View MS Sunset

End isolation of Oak Hills students. Send Oak Hills (East) to Timberland with Terra Linda and Oak Hills (West) to Meadow Park with Bethany. Strengthen the 
middle school to high school feeder path for Oak Hills students. Fulfill Objective #4. Currently, only 20 Oak Hills students start Sunset each year in a school 
population of 2000 where they recognize only 1% of the student body. The Oak Hills community agrees to an East/West split at middle school to ensure 
students continue onto a high school with a decent size peer group. End isolation of Oak Hills.Thank you,

02/21/2020 3:03 PM Sundar Ramamurthy rmsundar007@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear BSD-AC,Our plea from the entire Springville community is very simple.This community has the LEAST VIABLE access to Middle School compared to any 
other elementary schools, at least in the Northern half of the district (1 Stoller MS, Vs two or even three MS options in other cases).For the greater good of 
the school district, Springville must stay in Stoller MS up until another Middle School is planned and constructed in the North end of the district (e.g., in the 
vicinity of Kaiser &amp; Germantown road, in which case SPV and Sato can feed into this school while Stoller can be utilized for other options).Please keep 
the entire Springville community in Stoller MS.Thank you!

02/21/2020 3:22 PM Sundar Ramamurthy rmsundar007@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear BSD,We need to keep the entire Springville community in Stoller MS.Springville is an integral part of North Bethany. It cannot be left out as an island in 
any maps we create or shortlist.School proximity and safety are important to all kids and parents in the entire BSD district, so the solutions we come up with 
must be equitable to all communities.When we do this, lets keep in mind the core objectives of this boundary adjustment:1. Better utilization of Timberland 
Middle School.2. Reduce congestion in Stoller MS.Thank you!

02/21/2020 10:26 AM Suparna Supi710@yahoo.com Barnes Elem Stoller MS Westview

KeepJWTogetherAs a parent of kid who went to Jacob Wismer , Stoller and then Westview , I know it means a lot for kids to stick together with their friends 
throughout their school years as it builds strong ties, confidence and support network that matters a lot in their childhood years. My daughter is now in 
JacobWismer and would like her and other kids to have the strong bonding as they grow and stay together .

02/21/2020 10:49 AM Susan Visintainer vispdx@msn.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I have heard from parents that it's possible that SUMMA potentially may be moved to Timberland. This is not a great idea for many reasons. Did you know 
that 60 kids at Jacob Wismer qualified for SUMMA this upcoming year? That's almost half the 5th grade class. So now kids who would normally walk to 
school will be bussed to school. That seems to be financially irresponsible to bus kids when you could keep them at their neighboring school. That also 
decreases the number of  kids at Stoller that will attend Sunset so instead of it being 50/50 it will be more like 25/75. I agree that SUMMA is an option school 
but when the proportion of kids is so high why not keep them at Stoller.  Also moving a portion of Springville with Rock Creek seems reasonable since all of 
the kids that attend those two schools will both feed into Westview.  If you are going to split schools at least consider keeping Stoller 50/50 when it comes to 
where they will attend High School. Please keep Findley or a portion of Findley at Stoller along with SUMMA.

02/21/2020 6:38 PM Susan Visintainer vispdx@msn.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

So disappointed  with both maps that have come out for the next meeting. Stoller is still over capacity and will continue to be because it cannot possibly 
handle the growth of Springville and Sato combined. The objective of building a new middle school was to decrease the number of students at Stoller and you 
have effectively done nothing to solve that issue. Stoller will still be over capacity and the number of students headed to the same high school will be 
significantly less with either map shown.  So disappointed with the district and I will have to really think long and hard before I cast a vote in favor of anymore 
school district bonds.

02/21/2020 2:51 PM Sushanthi rsushanthi@gmail.com Springville K-8

Thank you for the AC members for their time and effort in this complex middle school redistricting process.I want to take sometime to comment on the 
transportation time of Springville to Five oaks.Springville to Westview takes 18 mins and Five Oaks is MORE THAN double the distance, how in the world it 
only takes 22 min to FO which is double the distance.AC committee, JW and Findley parents think about this.Do not show anger and frustration on a 
reasonable request from Springville.Just because they are in bus already does not mean they have to travel further so that Summa kids can walk to school.

02/21/2020 9:19 PM Sushanthi rsushanthi@gmail.com Springville K-8

DO NOT LET ONE GET ALL AND OTHER LOSE ALLWorking maps for Feb25 are great. Summa out of Stoller with all of springville in Stoller along with other 
north bethany communities. These maps are golden that do not let one community get everything they want.Some committee members may raise concern on 
2025 numbers. PSU study historically proves to get their numbers right and they do not predict the same growth as BSD anticipates. These maps by far are the 
most equitable maps.

02/21/2020 1:29 PM Sydney Garl sydneyj13@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

If the proposed middle school boundary is adopted, Many of the Oak Hills kids will be completely isolated from the peers they will go to high school with. Our 
kids are slated to go to Meadow Park but will go to Sunset for high school. They will be isolated when starting high school and may have difficulty assimilating 
to a whole new group of peers. Our family would like you to strongly consider making Timberland the middle school choice for the kids who live on the East 
Side of Bethany. Timberland is a feeder school to Sunset and it makes much more sense for our kids to stay with the peers they will go to high school with.
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02/21/2020 6:33 PM Teriko Moriyasu Teriko.moriyasu@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem

I strongly ask that you send our East Oak Hills Sunset bound kids to Timberland with the rest of the Sunset bound kids so they have continuity. There is room 
for our small number of kids (approx 13-25/ yr) at Timberland and Meadow Park is actually over capacity in 2021. It[?]s cost neutral and improves the feeder 
patterns.  Thank you!

02/21/2020 8:50 AM Thomas Lyttle lyttle@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem

I am looking forward to a new map that supports the theme of keeping communities together.  Rumor has it that the hybrid map being created between 
maps A and C has rock creek going with Bethany and the west hills feeding half of oak hills to meadow park.  If this is the case, the committee is hearing our 
pleas to make community a priority.  THANK YOU.  I am still concerned about the travel times to meadow park for those of us in rock creek, and feel that the 
potential for shifting the overcrowding problem from stoller to meadow park will be an ongoing issue; I am interested to see how the committee plans to 
manage these issues.  That said, keeping communities together is my top priority;  thank you again for considering this In your ongoing work to build a 
recommendation for OUR childrens[?] future.

02/21/2020 11:46 AM Ting Su Tingjinsu@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Keep small communities together! Rock Creek, Oak Hills, Bethany and Terra Linda deserve to be heard and have our kids[?] needs considered. If we cannot 
attend Stoller, Rock Creek kids deserve to have another northern neighbor school with them at Middle School. Bethany and Westview-feeding Oak Hills are the 
logical choice. Sunset-feeding Oak Hills should stay connected with Terra Linda in order to have friends in High School. Rock Creek does not have the numbers 
to be able to show up and dominate a meeting, but our kids deserve fair treatment. Please keep our kids in mind as you create the final map and consider the 
impact to our community.

02/21/2020 9:01 PM VAIBHAV KHANE vaibhavkhane@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Mr. Sparks and AC membersFirst of all, thanks for all the hard-work and sincere efforts with middle school boundary adjustment process.  Looks like we are 
heading towards final solution for  the boundary adjustment process.  I have reviewed committee working map  which was posted few hours ago on BSD 
website. This map  includes many of the suggestions from most of  community members.  I would like to highlight number of merits of  committee working 
map.1.  Committee working map is making sure newly built Timberland MS  is filled at least 80% of its permanent capacity.  As whole Findley ES has been 
shown  feeding to Timberland and whole Rock creek is feeding to meadow-park, it has significantly reduced over-crowding situation at  Stroller. Also,  moving  
SUMMA  to Timberland for all north-side  ES will  further reduce over-crowding situation at Stroller.  However, teaching and leaning department should 
decide on future of SUMMA  program and its location on North side and AC members should focus on MS boundary adjustment process . 2. Committee 
working map is reducing  ES feeder pattern splits from eight to 5. That's great news. 3.  Committee working map is not altering free-reduced lunch numbers 
for all but one school (Cedar Park) which is also great news. Also, there is a plan to reduce the increase in free-reduced lunch numbers by moving out options 
program to Cedar Park. 4. All of the Rock Creek ES  is feeding one middle school and avoiding 3-way split as proposed by maps from previous meetings. This is 
a  great news for Rock-creek ES as they wanted to stay together based on my understanding from  previous  meetings and comments read online. 5. Looks like 
overcrowding at Meadow Park based on 2021 projections is not a huge deal as long term 2025 projections are showing enrollment at meadow park below 
100%. In a short term, this situation can be solved by re-locating SUMMA to another school. How about SUMMA at Five Oaks? However, teaching and leaning 
department should decide on future of SUMMA  program for south side as well. The latest committee working map will need some minor tweaks but its a 
most balanced and equitable solution i have seen so far to the current MS boundary adjustment issue.  Thanks

02/21/2020 7:13 PM Vaishali anu.ana9@gmail.com Springville K-8

Don't make Springville an island.Sending Springville to Five Oaks will make Springville an island. As many other comments already have pointed out, it's not a 
good idea and will impact kids negatively. Also, splitting Springville will result in much smaller island which is even worse. I support to keep Springville, Sato 
and Jacob Wismer at Stoller. Please move Summa program to Timberland to achieve this goal.

02/21/2020 7:24 PM Vaishali anu.ana9@gmail.com Springville K-8

Impact on Springville Summa students- There are some parents pushing to keep summa at Stoller. They don't care if regular Springville students will have 
much longer commute to Five Oaks. Have they even thought where the Springville summa students will go, how long their commute will be?Little more 
consideration to other students is not too much to ask for. WE DEMAND FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT.

02/21/2020 6:20 PM vans sgams86@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD, Today I am writing this with the true story which happened today and my heartbroken by hearing these words from our daughter. One of our family 
friends invited my daughter and other neighbors for play date and sleepover, it just happened that all these kids are from different elementary schools 
(Springville, Oak hills, Jacob and Findley), during their playdate they were fighting and we thought its kids thing but when we start asking why what happened, 
one of the kid replied she is from Springville, she is our enemy and this is supported by JW kid, and same as with my daughter she started saying you are our 
enemy too, finally Springville kid was cornered as she the only one isolated and did not get any support from other friends. As a parents we were so ashamed 
and discriminated in that situation, we thought to the kids that no one is enemy in this community its just that we are all trying to find the right school for all 
of you, don[?]t break your friendship because this boundary change discussions. Who will take responsibility of this community discrepancy , BSD is creating 
all this friction, leading to discrepancies among communities, what wrong we did living  in this BSD (District) everyone is paying the taxes and everyone 
should be treated equally, that is the responsibility of BSD, BSD is saying we cannot accommodate growing school in Stroller, then don[?]t BSD know that 
North Bethany is growing?  There has been several research and Washington county approvals happening in the last 5 years, then why didn[?]t BSD realized 
there should be Middle School in North, why didn[?]t  BSD build the school in North and troubling all the North Bethany Community parents and kids, you are 
dividing our community and making us ISOLATE in this entire community which is against human right.  Why should public/ parents give ideas when BSD 
messed-up big time not building the Middle School in the right location. In the entire BSD/ Oregon none of the school kids travel more than 2.8 to 3 miles for 
any middle school why should Springville students travel more than 3 miles? Parents spending at least 4 to 5 hours chatting, brainstorming, discussing, white 
boarding coming up with ideas and providing solutions, and YOU BSD, don[?]t provide us right data to the public and all our time and effort are going in wain 
total waste. Assume 1500 parents spending 2 hours a day from Nov to March will be 450,000 hours of effort, we would have claimed for presidential award if 
we would have volunteered these hours to any Non-Profit organizations. And you are saying BSD is saving 200K and unfairly dividing our school border sending 
us to farthest middle school in the entire middle school, BSD is not corporate to SAVE the money this is an educational temple should work for welfare of the 
students and communities.Retain middle school in Springville then we don[?]t care about JW, Findley, Summa program. Or make Sato as middle school and 
combine Springville and Sato elementary.Or rent PCC rooms and make that as a temporary middle school for all the North Bethany until you build new school 
in North elementary schools. At least now you should realize and procure bond to build the new school, this way we don[?]t fight, don[?]t waste our time, we 
don[?]t make enemies, no discrepancy everyone is happy.
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02/21/2020 8:43 AM VARSHA a.varsha26@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

BSD built 64 million dolar Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion.So ideally the kids closest to it should move to Timberland. Move entire 
Findley and SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five Oaks, just to make way for 
some SUMMA students.The transporation data regarding Springville to Five oaks is not accurate. A) IN SOME OF THE ROUTES, THE BUS DOESN'T START AT 
THE EXACT LOCATION AS INDICATEDIN THE MAPB) IS SOME BUS VIDEOS THE BUS MAKES ONLY ONE STOP THAT TOO FOR 30 secs. HOW IS THATCORRECT. 
With atleast 12-20  STUDENTS IN A STOP, IT WILL TAKE MORE TIME THAN THAT.C) THERE ARE 14 TRAFFIC SIGNALS LEADING FROM SPRINGVILLE TO FIVE 
OAKS. WE CAN'TEXPECT THE TRAFFIC TO GIVE A PASS THRU ALL THE TIME.D) THERE ARE LOT OF PARNTS TAKING TEH 185TH ROUTE FOR WORK AND IT 
CONCIDES WITH THE BSU TIMINGS.SO THERE WILL LOT OF ADDITIONAL TRAFFIC ALONG THAT ROUTE.C) WHEN PROJECT TO WIDEN NW West Union RD 
BEGINS MOST OF THE CARS WOULD TAKE 185TH AND US26THERE ARE MORE THAN 14 ELEMANTARY SCHOOLS WHICH ARE CLOSER TOFIVE OAKS THAN 
SPRINGVILLE.I find it very strange and UNLAWFUL to expect Springville to travelsuch a huge distance, hop around 14 TRAFFIC SIGNAL STOPS, have leadtime 
for bus stop pick ups, spend time on 185th road which is designatedas the highest prone accident route in WashingtoN county.Even Findley and Jacob Wismer 
are closer to Five Oaks via Kaiser Road andthey don't have to travel thru 185th.

02/21/2020 7:41 PM varsha a.varsha26@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We support MAP A for Feb25Thank you committee for the working map for Feb25. It is the way to go forward.The map shows reducing Stoller overload and 
filling up Timberland.Few suggestionsa) Move entire SUMMA to Timberland. This will fill the new 61 million dollarschool and keep entire Findley community 
together.b)Also the estimates for 2025 at Stoller doesnt look correct. There is no new growth in Springville now. Also a house with 3-4 bedrooms doesnt 
mean it has 3-4 kids. There are many houses in Springville with only one kid. Please don't sacrifice our children's well-being over what-ifs and empty lots.The 
2025 numbers are merely projections. and don't get anywhere close to total  capacity andcan be managed.

02/21/2020 3:24 PM Vasu Akkineni vasu.akkineni@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

DISCREPANCIES IN TRIAL BUS  DATA - There are many inconsistencies in the trial bus data for Springville to Five Oaks. Mr. Sparks had visited Springville on 
Feb 19th and in response to a question on the inconsistencies we had observed in the trial bus data, he said it was only ONE run and that does not mean it is 
going to be the same in other runs. Data should be validated across multiple runs before publishing as a recommendation to the committee. Mr. Sparks needs 
to CORRECT IT TRANSPARENTLY in the BSD Middle school boundary meeting instead of simply mentioning it in Springville's PTO meeting. I have sent my trial 
bus data analysis spreadsheet to Mr. Sparks to be sent to the rest of AC. Some of the discrepancies in the data are - none of the AM/PM End times match 
between the GPS track data and the Route directions data, all the route directions data have a standard 9:05 end time in the AM, even though the GPS track 
data shows different end times. For route 3 AM trial run, the Asset number(route or bus number) is 559 in GPS track, but the video says 515. I infer this as 
wrong route video was posted. All the PM start times are 3:50. Middle school ends at 3:50 and the buses do not start till 4.I request the committee to 
question the validity of this trial bus data.

02/21/2020 5:04 PM Vijay vijay.m@outlook.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Hello Committee members and Mr Sparks,Please consider feeding Terra Linda into Meadow Park.As per current HS boundaries, Terra Linda feeds into Sunset 
HS and by feeding Terra Linda into Meadow Park, will benefit the Oak Hills community greatly.In the current boundaries, Oak Hills community located east of 
Bethany boulevard are isolated when they go to Sunset HS. Terra Linda in Meadow Park will positively influence the JC policy of neighborhood proximity and 
community bonding to Sunset bound communities and avoid community isolation. Thank you for your consideration.-Vijay

02/21/2020 7:53 PM vijayar vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We support MAP A for Feb25Thank you committee for your considerations and providing MAP A for Feb25.The map shows reducing Stoller overload and filling 
up Timberland.Few suggestionsa) Move entire SUMMA to Timberland. This will fill the new 61 million dollarschool and keep entire Findley community 
together.b) Please note: for 2025 projections, these are merely projections and estimates.There is no new growth in Springville now. Also a house with 3-4 
bedrooms doesnt mean it has 3-4kids. There are many houses in Springville with only one kid. Please don't sacrifice ourchildren's well-being over what-ifs and 
empty lots. Please note: BSD also tend to overprojectenrollment rates, as evidenced by the recent over projection that caused the budget deficit.The 2025 
numbers are merely projections. and don't get anywhere close to total  capacity andcan be managed.

02/21/2020 11:40 PM Vimal Vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Thank you MS AC committee for listening to us and requesting a map that has entire Springville Stoller.As you see the diversity numbers looks much better in 
this Feb 25th map. The Free and reduced lunch ratio will further improve if entire Stoller summa moves to Timberland. It makes more sense to have Summa 
at Timberland as majority of summa kids are concentrated in Findley and the majority of JW summa kids also concentrated closer to Timberland.Please 
prioritize REGULAR MS PROGRAM OVER SUMMA PROGRAM.

02/21/2020 11:47 PM Vimal Vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Thank you MS AC committee for listening to our voices and concerns and publishing a map with entire Springville Stoller.The diversity and Free reduced lunch 
ratios will look even better once we move entire  Stoller Summa to Timberland.This step meets both objectives of 1 &amp; 2.Please do not consider splitting 
Springville by showing 2025 guesstimated projected of BSD.Splitting Springville and sending them to a different school will bring DIVERSITY &amp; EQUITY  
numbers much lower in Stoller.Please consider REAL KIDS Over Over estimated. sad projections for 2025.

02/21/2020 11:53 PM Vimal Vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Thank you MS AC Committee for publishing a map that keeps communities together and minimizing the ES to MS feeder patterns.As per the Feb13th meeting 
AC requested to keep Summa program off the table from Stoller and moving all Findley to Tomberland.But I[?]m puzzled with Feb 25th map released by BSD 
today. Please do not let BSD turndown your recommendations or requests. Insist  Sd to take SUMMA off STOLLER.Any discussions of fixing over crowding at 
Stoller should start moving SUMMA OUT first and FILL STOLLER with REgULAR MS PROGRAM KIDS.

02/21/2020 10:47 PM Vinod Kulkarni vkpkulkarni@gmail.com Stoller MS

Thank you committee members for creating an equitable map for MS children!Neighborhoods stay together and the proposed map balances the MS to HS 
feeder patterns reasonable well.The Summa program at Stoller will need to be relocated to Timberland to meet 2021 JC objectives.2025 SPV student 
population projections for 6-8 are speculative as there is no more new construction in the SPV neighborhood. All the new construction is in Sato boundary so 
how is it possible both SPV and Sato have similar projected enrollments? I would take these 2025 numbers with a grain of salt. Thank you!

02/21/2020 10:52 PM Vinod Kulkarni vkpkulkarni@gmail.com Stoller MS

Thank you committee members for proposing an equitable map !Moving Summa program to Timberland will bring down enrollments at Stoller and fill 
Timberland to meet the primary  JC objectives.The other improvement I would suggest is to feed the beaverton high school portion of Barnes elementary 
school to Cedar Park. This would reasonably balance out the enrollments at Cedar Park and Meadow Park and align the MS to HS feeder pattern for 
Barnes.Thank you !

02/21/2020 11:06 PM Vinod Kulkarni vkpkulkarni@gmail.com Stoller MS

Thank you committee members for picking an equitable map, for reading our comments and making tough calls !Thank you for supporting no split Springville 
and Findley ! Thank you for keeping neighborhoods together in particular Rock Creek, Bethany and Oak hills! Thank you also for rejecting islands and rejecting 
major disruption in the North Bethany community !Thank you for keeping Terra Linda with Cedar mills and Bonny Slope at Timberland ! Thank you Findley 
parents for embracing and voicing your support for Timberland. I am confident it will be a great middle school !
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02/21/2020 10:00 PM Vivek vivek.t@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear committee members, thank you for the listening to our comments, the new map generated is equitable. It doesn't please everyone but also is not very 
onerous to a single elementary school like previous maps.Some schools like Springville, Sato, Jacob Wismer get their neighborhood school but their Summa 
students have to travel by bus further out.Findley walkable students have to travel about 2 miles. Rock Creek has to travel the longest among schools but get 
to be with their neighbors - Bethany elementary.With Summa moving out of Stoller, the map meets the 2021 target numbers As for the 2025 targets - the 
2025 BSD projections should be taken with a grain of salt. BSD projections for student numbers THIS YEAR were wrong - resulting in a funding shortfall. - PSU 
studies also show a smaller projection for the area. This shows that projections cannot be trusted beyond a year or two and have a large error margin AND- 
future flawed projections should not change the present for any school - the worst case is using 1-2 portables in the WORST CASE SCENARIO.- Springville is 
NOT a growing community so please don't penalize us by sending us half way across the district.Again we THANK YOU for keeping our community together.

02/21/2020 6:16 PM XIAOYUAN ZHOU xiaoyuanzhou@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Westview

Hi AC members,I write to express my concerns over the proposal that AC may try to carve up Springville school into 2 parts in terms of Middle School 
assignment.  The part north of Bruger Street goes to Stoller, those near Springville K8 goes to Five Oaks.Please remember that the Springville K8 used to be a 
middle school and it was converted into an elementary school without the inputs of most Springville parents.  If you try to carve up those north of Brugger to 
Stoller, then we will need ask the BSD to get back the middle school status of the Springville K8 school because students from that area should also go to a 
different elementary school and free up spaces in the Springville K8.My final comments is that I feel BSD does not have the best interests of all BSD 
community in mind as they are trying to create tension via this boundary process to justify future tax hikes for new schools in the district.1.  Springville K8 was 
hastily converted into an elementary school without majority participation.2.  During Middle School AC application process, Springville applicant was rejected 
in favor of Jacob Wismer or Finley parents.3.  BSD AC director showed bias to forcefully assign Springville K8 to Five Oaks, with sneaky bus runs for Springville 
area only, and without seriously considering filling up new Timberland school.  If this were to become facts, it would create good justication for tax hikes in 
the future for the whole district.Thanks,Xiaoyuan Zhou

02/21/2020 11:35 AM Ya Wenn Chang Gabemom@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please keep small communities with our neighbors! Rock Creek has two neighbors—Springville and Bethany. Our children deserve to have other members of 
their community at their school. Please do not give our kids the same consideration as bigger schools with louder voices. The size of our communities has 
marginalized our ability to participate and be counted in this process. Rock Creek, Bethany, Oak Hills and Terra Linda deserve thought and consideration for 
their students. Please listen to the needs of our communities.

02/21/2020 9:25 PM Yajing W yajingyajing@gmail.com Springville K-8

The new map on Feb 21st is a big improvement from previous maps. It is well-balanced and provides equity for all communities. Thank you for listening to our 
concerns and keep our community as a whole. But can you please take down the trial bus data from the web page as the data itself is not accurate and 
misleading considering the updated map?

02/21/2020 9:39 PM Yang-Chun Cheng yc.jeff.cheng@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

In my opinion, Rock Creek kids need to have equally opportunity to have comparable education experience with our neighborhood school. Committee must 
make consideration with our kids are as important as the rest. One reason for boundary adjustment is create an equitable learning environment across the 
district for all of our middle schools. I think overcrowded classrooms do not let teacher paying enough attention to each student. I appreciate the committee 
heard our voice and keep Rock Creek together at the latest map. I believe many of us don[?]t mind WHERE the educating happens, because Beaverton School 
District has an extraordinary reputation for the education and that[?]s why people influx to the area. However, I would like to point out the commute time, 
because a ideal time should be around 15 -20minutes. Also,  transportation cost is concerning to me. Five buses take our kids traveling  average 5 miles one 
way. And Stoller still over capacity. It seems like just keep Rock Creek at Stoller and all SUMMA relocate to Timberland. Then BSD work it out to build a 6-12 
school in the north area in five years is a much logical and practical solution. Last but not least, it[?]s absolutely important to maintain a Westview feeding 
middle school community and keep Sunset feeding Oak Hills and Terra Linda together at one school to maintain a Sunset feeding middle school community. 
The new map shows Meadow Park a 3-way split. I hope the committee to further investigate this situation. If a clean feeder pattern is difficult to achieve. It 
should be a close to 50/50 split.Thank you.

02/21/2020 11:08 PM Yu changoyu@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Please consider the social needs when doing the boundary changes. Our children need a stable social group in both elementary and middle schools. The 
support from their elementary friends will make their transition to the middle school much easier. Please do not split any elementary schools.

02/21/2020 9:08 PM Yuhua Tan mtshui2012@gmail.com

Community Rocks!!!! The new map for Feb. 25th meeting rocks!!!The last working map BSD prepared for the meeting on Feb. 25th is the best middle school 
boundary map ever during this process. It recognize the value of community and it finally reunites the Bethany and North Bethany community. Rock Creek, Oak 
Hill and Bethany ES stay with each other at Meadow Park. The north Bethany community, Spring ville, Sato, and JW remain at the north. Findley goes to the 
shiny brand new middle school in its entirety with Summa. It takes a village to raise a child; it takes the community' effort to raise our children!


